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Welcome from our Chairman and Chief Executive
We are pleased to introduce you to our
annual report for Birmingham and Solihull
Mental
Health NHS Trust for the three month
						
period from April 1, 2008 to June 30, 2008.
This period was our last three months in
operation as an NHS Trust before we were
granted Foundation Trust status on July 1,
2008 by the independent regulator, Monitor.
A separate report covers the rest of the year
and provides a more indepth overview of our
achievements to date.

common approach to their care, regardless
of wherever they present, and further
strengthens levels of quality and safety.

The three month period was good in
performance terms and further demonstrated
our continuing ability to provide high quality
services for the communities we serve. As a
result, our service users and carers continue
to receive some of the best mental health
care services in this country.

In May 2008, our commitment to investing in
services came to fruition when we saw our
new National Centre for Mental Health:
Birmingham open to service users. The
centre, which includes the Barberry and
Oleaster buildings, provides some of the
most prominent mental health services in
Europe. Our service users, carers and
staff are extremely pleased with the modern,
fresh and calm environment created for
them. The second part of the development,
our Zinnia centre, also opened to service
users during 2008 delivering modern mental
healthcare right at the heart of a multicultural community.

To date, we have continued to demonstrate
our commitment to making sure people with
mental health problems receive swift and
appropriate treatment in the best possible
setting to suit their needs. To support
this, we made changes to our operating
structures this year resulting in services
becoming aligned to programmes of care
in three clinical divisions rather than being
focused on geographical PCT district
boundaries. These changes have ensured
that service users can be assured of a

Our last annual report highlighted the
work we had already done in response to
the outcomes outlined in the Healthcare
Commission’s 2007 review of our inpatient
services. We acknowledge there is still
more work to do to bring us up to a standard
of excellent, but we are pleased with the
improvements we have made across our
Trust to date. In particular, these focused on;
enhancing the consistency of information
provided to service users on admission
to our wards; increasing the range of
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therapeutic activities, including internet
access; and, strengthening the robustness
of the integrated care planning process and
documentation.
Throughout the remainder of the year,
our Trust board will continue to monitor
our action plan culminating in a review at
their meeting in December 2008, ensuring
that consistent and high standards and
performance has been met and, and
continues to be achieved.

On behalf of the Trust board, we would like
to acknowledge and thank our staff for the
hard work, professionalism and dedication
they show each and every day in delivering
modern, high quality and safe services to our
service users, carers and their families.
We would also like to thank our service
users, carers, volunteers, community and
faith groups, partner organisations and
stakeholders who have, and continue to
support us with our overall mission – to help
people get better.

The future for our Trust will be to build on
our financially stable base and facilitate
the engagement of our governors with the
communities we serve ensuring our longterm strategies can be truly responsive to
local needs.

Professor Peter Marquis
Chairman

Sue Turner
Chief Executive

Foundation Trust status will allow us greater
flexibility over our finances, service provision
and planning enabling us to build on our
solid foundations and develop new and
innovative services for the communities we
serve. Our plans over the next few years
include investments in medium secure
facilities, developments in older people’s
facilities and services, and the redesign
of processes which eliminate waste
and errors ultimately improving cost
effectiveness, quality and safety.
We acknowledge that we need to work
hard to increase our membership base and
over the next 12 months, we will grasp the
many opportunities there are to work with
the public giving those in seldom heard
communities a voice.
Over the next year, we will work closely with
our 11,500 members involving them in our
work. Furthermore, we will do our best to
improve our service users' lives through our
work with other organisations. This means
working with people's carers, their families
and the wider community to help them lead
purposeful lives among people who accept
them - breaking down the barriers of stigma
which often accompany mental health
problems and lead to social isolation.

Getting Better, Together.									
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Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust - positive about mental health.

About our Trust
Our Trust was created on April 1, 2003 by
the merger of the former Northern and South
Birmingham Mental Health NHS Trusts
(which included mental health services for
Solihull).

Birmingham City Centre

We provide a comprehensive mental
healthcare service for residents of
Birmingham and Solihull, and to communities
in the West Midlands and beyond.
We serve a culturally and socially-diverse
population of 1.2 million spread over 172
square miles, have an annual budget of
£221 million and a dedicated workforce of
just under 4,000, making our Trust one of
the largest and most complex mental health
NHS Trusts in the country.
Our catchment population is characterised in
places by high levels of deprivation,
low earnings and unemployment and is
ethnically diverse. These factors create a
higher requirement for access to health
services and a greater need for innovative
ways of engaging people from the most
affected areas.

Solihull Town Centre

Foundation Trust status will give us more
control over the services we provide,
allowing us to provide even better services
and to involve our local communities in the
bigger healthcare decisions that we make.
It will help us to actively engage our staff
in shaping how the Trust is run, make sure
the views of service users and their carers
and families are central to everything we
do and better understand the different
needs of our diverse communities to create
services more in tune with local needs. To
achieve Foundation Trust status we had to
demonstrate that we are legally constituted,
well governed and financially viable.
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The Zinnia Centre, Sparkhill

Our Mission
Our mission is straightforward: to help people get better and create a
service we are all happy to recommend to others.
To support this, our vision is that:
•

People with common mental health problems are managed effectively within
the primary care system

•

People with complex mental health problems are swiftly referred to and managed as
appropriate by specialist services in our Trust

•

Focused and co-ordinated activities are developed to help improve tolerance and
understanding within neighbourhoods and communities, and to enhance access to
excluded groups

•

Strategic partnerships (sometimes through sub-contracting if appropriate) are 		
established with non-statutory sector organisations, community and user-led groups
to create a continuum of:
a)
b)

appropriate employment, educational, social and leisure opportunities
appropriate housing (independent and supported).

Getting Better, Together.									
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Michael Hospadales, domestic - together, helping people get better.

Strategic goals
The implementation of and progress towards
our vision can be translated into 10 key
strategic goals, where we will:
1. Be the valued and preferred provider
of mental health services for complex
conditions for our local, regional and, where
appropriate, national populations.

6. Strengthen and develop those services
which assist our local health economies,
optimise the quality of services, ensure
value for money and minimise financial risk;
specifically through review of:
• General hospital costs and capacity
• Out of city placements
• Mixed sector economies.

2. Significantly extend our engagement with
local communities and businesses in order
to:
• Eliminate stigma
• Remove barriers and create opportunities
for new development and employment
• Optimise charitable income generation.

7. Shape and grow specific specialty
interests where we aim to be service
leaders.

3. Ensure our place as the employer of
choice through recruiting, developing
and retaining the best workforce via
teaching, research, reputation, and ongoing
development programmes.

9. Enhance service provision by developing
added value trading arms offering specific
products allowing re-investment in our core
services.

4. Ensure ongoing excellence and
competitiveness through making the
best use of national and international
benchmarking for cost, price, management,
outcome and organisational capacity.

8. Review and realign our estates’ asset
base to our clinical service facilities thereby
ensuring value for money.

10. Increase our sub-contracting
arrangements with complementary
organisations involved in the same care
pathways as BSMHFT to optimise services
for our users.

5. Sustain and further develop our role and
reputation as an innovative educator
and trainer of current and future health
professionals.
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Become a member today, visit www.bsmhft.nhs.uk

Preparation for Foundation Trust status
In the three months leading up to us
becoming a Foundation Trust, we continued
to work hard to develop and grow our
business. These developments reflect our
mission statement and values which are
embedded right across our organisation.
Achieving Foundation Trust status allows
us to push the boundaries of service
development, further energising staff
and building on an environment which
encourages innovation and creativity across
all disciplines and grades of staff.
Wherever possible, our developments
have been made in partnership with our
service users, carers and their families. We
encourage all types of feedback from the
people who use our services. This helps us
to make any changes and/or improvements
where appropriate, supporting us in our
delivery of truly patient-centred services.

Michael Hospadales joins in the fun at BSMHFT’s 2008
Annual General Meeting

Getting Better, Together.									
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The McSweeney Gallery at the National Centre for Mental Health- Birmingham, and outside space at the Barberry Centre.

Our Services
Our Trust provides a wide range of inpatient,
community and specialist mental health
services for service users from the age of 16.
These services are located within our three
divisions; Youth, Addictions, Secure and
Complex Care (YASSC); Mental Health
Services for Older People (MHSOP), and;
Adults of Working Age (AWA). Together,
these services include elements of
rehabilitation; crisis and home treatment;
assertive outreach; early intervention;
addictions; day services and mental health
wellbeing. We provide our services on a
local, regional and national basis, dependent
upon client group. In addition, our Trust
manages the delivery of mental healthcare in
HMP Birmingham and works closely with the
criminal justice system.

close links with partners from education,
local authorities and voluntary organisations
and work in partnership to provide
integrated health and social care - a very
real benefit for our service users.

Our dedicated, specialist teams work closely
with patients, their carers and families to
put together a plan of care which suits each
individual person and offers different types
of support including community, inpatient,
outpatient and day services.
We have, and will continue to work hard to
support and improve the mental health of
people across our patch through a range
of locally based inpatient and community
services. We have, and continue to develop,
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Divisions and services
Working Age Services

Mental Health Services for
Older People

Youth, Addictions, secure
and complex care

Acute Care

Prevention, Assessment &
Early Detection Services

Youth

Home treatment teams
Assertive outreach teams
inpatient services
emergency care and bed
management
Place of Safety
Specialist Services
(Mother and Baby, Deaf
and Eating Disorder)

Community Care

Memory Assessment Teams
Day Hospitals
Out Patient Clinics
Working Age Dementia
Service

Diagnosis, Treatment &
Intervention Services

Early Intervention Services
Youth Clinical Support Team
Forensic CAMHS

Addictions

Community Mental Health
Teams
Intermediate Care
Psychological Therapies
Psychiatric Liaison
Primary Care Liaison

Community Mental Health
teams
Community Enablement &
Recovery Team

Substance Misuse
Homeless Service
Prison Healthcare

Recovery and Well-being

Inpatient Services

Secure and Complex Care

Social Inclusion –
Arts, Sports, Leisure
Day Care Services
Rehabilitation Services/
Wards

Acute/Assessment Wards
Continuing Care Wards

Forensics
Personality Disorder Services
Community Personality
Disorder Services
Psychotherapy

Getting Better, Together.									
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Sophia Feurtado, Head of Marketing, Communcations and Engagement, YASCC Division - together, helping people get better.

Working together
Engaging with our communities
Preparing for Foundation status not only
provided our Trust with a great opportunity
to visit the communities, and meet the
people we serve, but also enabled us to
demonstrate how we work and eliminate
some of the stigma which is still attached to
mental health.
We have continued to work closely with
local schools to raise awareness about
the services provided by our Trust and the
career opportunities we have to offer. Our
diversity team has largely undertaken this
work as part of the diversity and community
engagement agenda.
During 2008, in partnership with Rethink,
the Care Services Improvement Partnership
(CSIP) and independent Islamic counselling
organisation Stephen Maynard Associates,
we provided mental health awareness
training for a group of 25 imams and
madrassa teachers. The training sessions,
which were delivered at Birmingham’s Green
Lane Mosque, included visits to some of our
mental health services across the city.
Our commitment to community engagement
will continue at a pace with our staff
engaging with more local schools, faith
groups, the general public and our members.

Working in partnership with staff,
service users and carers
We always welcome feedback about our
services from people who have direct
experience of them, as it acts as an
important way for us to make sure that
we continually improve our practice, and
enables us to identify where services have
not met expectations, and to put this right.
We have a number of feedback mechanisms
in place throughout our Trust which helps
us capture compliments, complaints and
suggestions such as our mystery shopper
scheme, suggestion boxes and patient
surveys.

Service user and carer groups
Our staff refer service users and carers to a
host of support groups across Birmingham
and Solihull. These groups provide great
benefits to our service users and carers as
they often provide crucial help/support from
others who have experienced similar issues.
The Positive Mental Health Group (PMHG)
is a monthly networking group, supported
by our Trust. This successful group allows
users, carers, staff, voluntary agencies
and other stakeholder groups to share
positive practice and encourage greater
understanding of mental health issues.
Our Trust-wide User Voice project has a
number of staff, based within our services
who work to ensure there are forums for
service users and carers to discuss
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opportunities and/or voice concerns
regarding our services. This feedback is
then discussed in our wider Trust to ensure
solutions are found and/or best practice is
shared.
We are grateful for the carers forums in
Birmingham and Solihull which encourage
our carers’ views. We ensure our carers’
views are acted upon in our Trust through
the new carers’ voice group which meets on
a regular basis.

Volunteers
Our volunteering service continues to grow
at a rapid pace. Now in its third year, the
service has attracted hundreds of people
who give up their own time to volunteer
in our Trust. We are extremely grateful
to our volunteers who are incredibly
dedicated individuals supporting our aims to
continuously improve our services, helping
people get better.
Birmingham City Centre is positive about mental health

Getting Better, Together.									
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Trust Talk, issue 25.			

Trust Talk, issue 26.			

Trust Talk, issue 27.

Communicating with our stakeholders
Our Trust is a transparent and forward
thinking organisation which believes that
open and trustworthy communication can
support the creation of a positive working
environment, cements working relationships
with internal and external parties and can set
the tone for the entire organisation.
We recognise that improving communication
with our stakeholders is key to ensuring
effective mental health services which meet
the needs of the people accessing them.
To us, good communication is more than
a simple exchange of information and
messages, we believe it involves attitude
and behaviour too. We are committed
to fostering an environment of trust and
openness and have a number of initiatives
which assist in the establishment of effective,
robust communications.

service. Electronic copies are available
to download from our brand new website
which we re-launched this year.
Internally, we have developed a number of
information channels which ensure our staff
are fully engaged with the vision for our
Trust, are aware of any important changes,
are well informed about key activities, and
know how to influence and provide feedback
on strategic developments and policies.
We regularly update our staff with the latest
information about our Trust by way of regular
face to face meetings, team briefings, global
emails and a comprehensive intranet site,
which includes a daily news feed.

During the year, we have engaged with
a number of stakeholders to understand
their communication needs and as a result
of their feedback, we have developed a
comprehensive three-year communications
strategy which was approved by our board in
March 2008.
Our magazine, Trust Talk is the main way in
which we communicate with our members
and service users. Copies of this popular
bi-monthly publication, which celebrates
our achievements, are available at all of our
sites. A personal copy is also sent to every
member of our Trust through the postal
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Dr Gráinne Fadden celebrates her award from the British
Psychological Society - 2nd place West Midlands
Psychologist of the Year.

Board Challenge 2008 winners.

Valuing and investing in our people
We recognise that the delivery of high quality services is only possible with the dedication
and commitment of our highly skilled and motivated workforce. Our Trust continuously
looks at ways of improving staff working lives through leadership, support and staff benefits.
Fig 1.0 – Workforce Profile by staff group and gender (April 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008)

Staff Group

Female

Male

Total

Staff Nos

%s

Staff Nos

%s

A&C

509

87.0

76

13.0

585

Allied Health Professionals

106

81.5

24

18.5

130

Allied Health Professional
Assistants

2

66.7

1

33.3

3

Ancillary

174

76.3

54

23.7

228

Consultant

34

31.8

73

68.2

107

Drug Worker

40

71.4

16

28.6

56

Technicians

0

0.0

20

100.0

20

Manager

127

57.7

93

42.3

220

Medic

89

46.1

104

53.9

193

MTO

22

88.0

3

12.0

25

Nursing Assistants

463

69.6

202

30.4

665

Nurse

957

67.7

457

32.3

1414

Scientist

168

76.0

53

24.0

221

Technical Instructors

34

59.6

23

40.4

57

Total

2725

69.4

1199

30.6

3924

Getting Better, Together.									
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Fig 2.0 – Workforce data by ethnicity (April 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008)

Ethnicity

White

Mixed

Asian or Asian British

Black or Black British

Chinese or Other Ethnic Group

Trust Profile %

Birmingham
Population %

British

53.42

69.68

Irish

4.24

3.03

Other White

2.12

1.45

White and Black Caribbean

0.71

1.45

White and Black African

0.35

0.14

White and Asian

0.35

0.59

Other Mixed

0.23

0.42

Indian

5.20

5.05

Pakistani

2.12

8.92

Bangladeshi

0.38

1.78

Other Asian

1.41

0.89

Black Caribbean

8.89

4.19

Black African

6.04

0.55

Other Black

0.96

0.5

Chinese

0.25

0.49

Other Ethnic Group

1.16

0.57

Not Stated

12.15
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Staff wellbeing
The wellbeing of our staff is of paramount
importance to us and as such, we have a
number of policies and support services in
place available to assist them in maintaining
a healthy work-life balance. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational health service
Flexible working options
Physiotherapy services
Staff support services
Tax free cycle scheme
Childcare voucher scheme
Access to physical therapies service

Organisation wide cultural change
We are continuing to shape our culture to
become one where continuous service and
organisational improvement is integral to
everything we do. Our capacity and
capability unit has been successful in
delivering service improvement initiatives
and providing internal consultancy and
organisational development programmes
consistently across our organisation,
providing the tools and techniques for our
staff to deliver real changes on the ground.
Although we are at the early stages of
implementing a lean approach, our
commitment to improving our business and
clinical practices, and adopting processes
to eliminate waste, is undeterred. We
continue to encourage every member of our
workforce to adopt lean principles in their
work and already, through the use of rapid
improvement events and value stream
analysis, we have started to see some
improvements in areas of our Trust including
pharmacy, addictions, inpatient services and
care records management processes.

has enabled us to deliver more National
Vocational Qualifications (NVQs), particularly
in the areas of customer service, and care
and administration.
Funding has enabled us to offer basic skills
programmes in partnership with Bournville
College developing skills in literacy and
numeracy.

Management and leadership
development
Our continued partnership with De Montfort
University and links with the Institute of
Leadership and Management enables us to
continue to offer some of their qualifications
to our staff.
During the coming months, we will build
on the success of the programmes offered
by these establishments and work to
expland the qualifications on offer to include
workplace coaching and team building.
We are committed to working in partnership
with other NHS organisations across
Birmingham and Solihull and as such,
we have started to develop a coaching
collaborative which has included the delivery
of qualifications in coaching across a
number of organisations. This collaborative
will see the development of a coaching
tracking system and a move towards
cross-organisational coaching. This project
was supported this year by the Birmingham
and Sandwell Locality Stakeholder Board.

Commitment to learning and
development
During the year, our learning and
development department has continued
to expand their portfolio of programmes
available to our workforce. The joint
investments we have with our strategic
health authority and Learning Skills Council

Getting Better, Together.									
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Team development
Our investment in staff development has
so far enabled us to deliver a number of
programmes resulting in a positive shift in
the way our staff work. These programmes
which include team building, measurement
and analysis of improvement, neuro-linguistic
programming and project management have
benefited over 400 staff of all grades and
disciplines. During the coming months, we
will be building upon the success of these
programmes by delivering them in our
divisional team environments.

Team performance
Measuring team performance is very
important to us as it allows us to identify
areas of good practice. Our Trust uses the
Aston team performance inventory and team
workbook series as a measurement tool in a
number of different settings.
Our future plans for learning and
development will see us move towards
fully integrated learning and development
function, incorporating both clinical and
non-clinical training.

they are having to work extra hours 		
above their contracted hours has declined
• The number of staff who said they have
received training in equality and diversity has
improved
• The percentage of our staff who say they
have experienced physical violence from
patients or their relatives in the past year
has declined.
Despite these improvements we are not
complacent and we will continue to work
hard together to deliver and sustain further
improvements for our staff over the coming
year including:
• Ensuring our staff feel valued through
leadership, support and encouragement
• Ensuring our staff feel they have an
interesting/worthwhile job which makes a
real difference to our overall mission of
helping people get better
• Making sure our commitment to work life
balance is evident and our policies applied
consistently across the organisation.

The National Staff Survey 2008
The results of the NHS annual staff survey,
which is carried out by Healthcare
Commission on behalf of the NHS, provides
us with valuable data allowing us to
understand and respond to the views of our
staff working throughout our Trust.
This year the survey highlighted a number of
key areas where we are performing well, as
well as areas for further improvement. The
results showed that since the National Staff
Survey 2007, there have been significant
improvements in some areas of our Trust,
particularly around the wellbeing of our staff,
for example:
• Our staff have told us their work-related
stress has declined
• The percentage of our staff who say 		
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Photo courtesy of the NHS Photo Library.

Equality and diversity
We are committed to promoting equality of
opportunity for everyone, both in the
provision of services and employment of
staff. Our Trust seeks to provide services
and employment in an environment free from
discrimination, which benefits from diversity,
participation and involvement of staff, service
users and their carers.

These policies include making sure we
accommodate the needs of disabled staff
by making reasonable adjustments to their
jobs and the working nvironment so they can
continue to work effectively and support the
delivery of our services. We also operate
recruitment practices that ensure we avoid
discrimination and promote best practice.

We recognise that inequalities exist within
our society and we are fully committed to
looking at ways to remedy this. Our Trust
will not discriminate directly or indirectly
through applying conditions or requirements
that cannot be shown to be justified. It is
our policy to treat all job applicants and
employees in the same way, regardless of
race, gender, nationality or national origin,
marital status, disability, sexual orientation,
age, trade union membership and political or
religious belief.
Furthermore, we will monitor the composition
of our workforce and introduce positive
action if it appears this policy is not
fully applied. We have maintained the
Employment Services Disability ‘Two Ticks’
symbol, which recognises our ongoing
commitment to recruit and retain staff
with disabilities. As an equal opportunities
employer we celebrate diversity and operate
workforce policies that help us recognise and
respond to the individual needs of our staff.

Getting Better, Together.									
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Service user artwork, Phoenix centre art group.

Safe and secure services
Health, safety and wellbeing for
patients and staff
Our commitment to providing a safe, secure
and healthy environment for our staff and
service users is unwavering. As part of
this commitment, every member of our staff
receives mandatory training in a number of
areas including health and safety and fire
safety. Our specialised health and safety
staff make regular assessments providing
assurance that all standards of health and
safety legislation are adhered to at all times.

Managing violence and aggression
We believe that any incident involving
violence and/or abuse is unacceptable
and as such, we take prevention and
management of these issues extremely
seriously. Our Trust continues to deliver
a programme of measures which are
implemented by our local security
management specialist who supports any
individual who has been affected by such
incidents, with a specific emphasis on
liaising with the appropriate criminal
justice agencies to ensure sanctions are
imposed on the aggressor when appropriate.
Our local security management specialist is
part of the risk management department and
is available to provide advice and support to
clinical teams, individual staff, and in some
areas service users across our Trust in
relation to tackling violence against staff and
reducing the impact of crime on staff and
service users.
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Measuring and managing risk
Our Trust has an executive director led,
integrated approach to governance that
ensures clinical, operational, financial and
strategic risks are highlighted to the Board of
Directors.
To assist the Board in managing such risks,
our executive directors and key senior staff
work with a comprehensive risk management
framework which is reviewed and approved
by the Board on a regular basis.
Early in 2008, we introduced a new risk
management system which allows our staff
to report issues swiftly using new technology.
This way of working has allowed us to
produce integrated reports for all incidents,
complaints and PALS, as well as providing a
much-improved level of incident analysis.

Getting Better, Together.

Clinical Audit
We use clinical audit to review and measure
how our clinical practices are measuring up
against best practice and agreed standards,
enabling us to identify and implement any
improvements.
In the three month period that this report
covers (April 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008), there
were 19 audits registered. These audits
have led to many improvements throughout
our Trust:
•

Improvements in the recording of
information within the Integrated Care
Record documentation throughout all
areas of the Trust

•

Three further GPs joined the Shared
Care Programme in Solihull that gives
joint working of addiction specialists
from the Addiction Service and general
practitioners (GPs) in treating patients
with drug misuse problems

•

•

•

Information on the Mental Capacity
Act was added to the junior doctor’s
handbook to provide them with
knowledge about the Act and when it is
to be used
The introduction of the Star Wards
services on the acute inpatient wards
has meant that patients are spending
more time engaging in ward-based social
activities
Through audits, our Trust has
demonstrated shown considerable
improvement in the standards of the
NICE Guidance on Electro Convulsive
Therapy (ECT) and following the first
assessment has received accreditation
from ECT Accreditation Service.

Information Governance Assurance
Programme
Our Trust has robust governance procedures
in place which are measured using the
information governance action plan which is
monitored by the strategic health authority.
In the three month period (April 1, 2008
– June 30, 2008), there were no serious
untoward incidents in relation to data.

Emergency preparedness
Our Trust is fully compliant with all
Department of Health requirements and
all of our emergency plans are continually
reviewed and updated. In 2008, we
successfully tested our major incident plan
for its effectiveness during in accordance
with regulations from the Department of
Health.
Our flu pandemic plan has been reviewed
this year by NHS West Midlands, the
strategic health authority, who consider it to
have met the required standards.

Infection control
During 2008/09, our Board will make a
significant investment to enhance our
infection control team and cleaning services
ensuring continued compliance with the
hygiene code.
Our Clean Your Hands campaign, was
launched during the year and raised
awareness amongst staff across our Trust of
the continuing importance of hand hygiene.

Safeguarding vulnerable adults
and children
Our capacity to ensure vulnerable adults and
children are appropriately safeguarded within
our organisation has been strengthened this
year.
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We have invested in a new post and
recruited a head of safeguarding and
inspection to lead a team focusing
on interfacing with Non Government
Organisations (NGO)’s and other
agencies.

Freedom of Information
Our Trust is committed to responding to any
requests for information promptly, efficiently
and openly.

include meeting with our Chief Executive
who oversees all complaints following coordination by our complaints manager.
For the three month period (April 1, 2008
–June 30, 2008), our Trust received 72
complaints which are overseen by our
Chief Executive and co-ordinated by our
complaints manager who arranges for these
to be responded to by the relevant
divisional director.

For the three month period (April 1, 2008
– June 30, 2008), our Trust received 25
Freedom of Information Act (FoIA) requests.
Our Trust has 20 working days to respond to
any request made under this legislation, and
has responded to all such requests within
the required timescales.

Complaints
When we receive complaints which involve
our services, we take them very seriously
and attempt to resolve them as quickly as
possible.
The feedback we receive is important to
us as it can help us pinpoint areas where
services can be improved, guide us to
possible solutions and enables us to learn.
We also receive numerous compliments
and letters of thanks which altogether acts
as a measure of the quality of services we
provide.

Principles for remedy
In line with the Ombudsman’s Principles,
our Trust aims to get responses right first
time reducing the need for protracted
correspondence which can assist in
making the process less stressful and time
consuming for the complainant.
We always seek to achieve an outcome that
is satisfactory to both, providing an open
and fair response to all concerns raised. We
always give complainants the opportunity
to meet with senior staff to discuss their
concerns, and in some cases this may
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Comedienne Barbara Nice celebrates the NHS’s 60th birthday with staff at our Uffculme Centre.

The performance and development of our business
The performance of our Trust is assessed,
like other NHS organisations, through a
number of national and local methods.
Nationally, our performance is monitored by
the Healthcare Commission* through the
annual health check, service reviews and
surveys.
In addition, the local performance of our
services are monitored and reviewed by
commissioners, including primary care trusts,
local authorities and drug action teams.
We continue to work in partnership with
third party organisations in our geographical
boundary, including the overview and
scrutiny committees, the local involvement
networks and community groups to ensure
they are abreast of our performance.

*The Healthcare Commission became the Care Quality
Commission on April 1, 2009.
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Service user artwork, Phoenix centre art group.

Performance against key targets
This section provides an overview of our
performance against key targets. For the
purposes of this report, this section relates to
the whole 12 month period of 2008/09.

to improving services which make a real
difference to the care and experience our
service users, carers and their relatives
receive.

The performance of our Trust is assessed,
like other NHS organisations, through a
number of national and local methods.
Nationally, our performance is monitored by
the Healthcare Commission* (HCC) through
the annual health check, service reviews
and surveys. Now that we are a Foundation
Trust, our performance is also reviewed by
Monitor who do this through the compliance
framework and the publication of quarterly
governance and mandatory services
risk ratings.

The results are a reflection of the continued
dedication and professionalism of our staff
and their determination to provide high
quality care - our staff have a lot to be proud
of.

In addition, the local performance of our
services are monitored and reviewed by
commissioners, including primary care trusts,
local authorities and drug action teams.
We will continue to work in partnership with
third party organisations in our geographical
boundary, which includes voluntary groups,
overview and scrutiny committees, the local
involvement networks, community groups,
faith groups and other stakeholders to
ensure they are abreast of our performance.
In October 2008, we received an overall
rating of excellent in the Healthcare
Commission’s national annual health check
for the quality of services we provide. This
outcome relates to the 2007/08 year and
further demonstrated our commitment

The score, which is part of a ratings system
for all NHS organisations, covered a
range of areas including safety of patients,
cleanliness and waiting times.
For use of resources which measures how
well we manage our finances, we were rated
as Good.
Our 2007/08 Quality of Services rating of
Excellent confirmed that we were compliant
with the Healthcare Commission’s
assessment framework which covers core
healthcare standards assessment in the
following seven areas:
• Safety
• Clinical and cost effectiveness
• Governance
• Patient focus
• Accessible and responsive care
• Care environment and amenities
• Public health.
In addition, mental health trusts were also
assessed against 10 key national targets,
including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience of patients
Support in the community
Drug misusers sustained in treatment
Infection control
Data quality on ethnic group
Audit of suicide prevention
Community mental health team
integrated working
Compliance with guidelines concerning
schizophrenia
Compliance with guidelines concerning
obesity
Crisis resolution team implementation.

This national assessment process confirmed
that our Trust achieved the required
standards of performance in 2007/08 and
was one of 37 mental health trusts in the
country to have received a rating of Excellent
for Quality of Services. We will continue
to ensure that these high standards are
maintained and improved where appropriate.

HCC Acute Inpatient Mental Health
Service Review
Back in 2007, we took part in the Healthcare
Commission’s review of acute inpatient
mental health. In the 12 months following, we
had made significant progress. By December
2008 our Board were confident that we had,
and continue to make, improvements in the
following areas:

Assessment and care planning
•

We have invested in, and implemented
an Integrated Care Record which
is underpinned by a physical health
strategy and a substantial number of
social inclusion initiatives which ensures
all relevant information is held within one
place

•

We have implemented more systematic
recording and organisation of patient
assessment and care plan data, as well
as risk assessments

•

We have ensured all our patients
received detailed communications,
explaining what they should expect from

us in terms of care coordination, case
review, copies of care plan etc.

Customer care initiatives
•

We have developed a Trust-wide
customer care training programme which
is linked to our psychological therapies
strategy, ensuring an understanding of
psychological mindedness for our non
clinical staff

•

We have introduced Patient Advice and
Liaison Service (PALS) surgeries

•

We have introduced a programme of
Patient Satisfaction Surveys coordinated
our by PALS service

•

We have worked with our volunteers to
support the delivery of new unannounced
quarterly visits in all our sites and use
the feedback in our commitment to
continuously improve our services

•

In response to patient survey feedback
we have redesigned our current out
of hours helpline and extended our
customer care service making it
accessible 24/7 for users and carers

•

We have developed proposals for our
inpatient programmes – therapeutic
hospitality using lean methodologies.

Waiting times
Our Trust has consistently met the national
outpatient waiting time standard of no more
than 11 weeks. Waiting times have fallen
from an average of 22.2 days during 2007/08
to 21.6 days in March 2009. The majority of
out-patients are seen within 6 weeks, and we
have increased this proportion from 88.5% at
the start of 2007/08 to 93.2% by the end of
2008/09.

Delayed transfers of care
We continue to work hard to reduce the
numbers of patients ready for discharge
who are delayed by the lack of suitable
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accommodation or support. Our Trust works
with its partners including social services
and the independent sector to support
and ensure appropriate, safe and timely
discharge. The average number of
delayed transfers of care each week has
fallen from 39 during 2007/08 to 34.3
in 2008/09. This ensures that available
inpatient capacity is being used effectively
reducing the length of stay for patients who
no longer need to be in hospital.

Seven day follow-up
Our Trust strives to meet the national target
of ensuring that all patients are appropriately
followed up within seven days of being
discharged from hospital. Evidence has
shown that this is the time that some patients
feel most vulnerable and are more at risk of
committing suicide. We have continued to
exceed the target set by Monitor of 95%. In
2008/09, 96.7% of patients were followed up
within seven days of discharge, exceeding
the Monitor based national target of 95%.

Use of nursing agency staff
We have seen a reduction in the use of
nursing agency staff during the year through
improvements in recruitment processes
and increased use of bank staff. Bank and
agency staff are used to cover peaks and
troughs in demand and to ensure patient
care where necessary. Spending on the use
of agency staff has fallen from almost £1.5m
in 2007/08 to just over £0.9m in 2008/09
through increased recruitment to our Trust’s
bank of temporary staff and improved and
enhanced controls. Using our own bank staff
offers better continuity of care as well as
being more cost effective.

Sickness absence
We have reduced the level of sickness
absence amongst our staff from 6.2%
in 2007/08 to 5.1% for 2008/09, through
working closely with staff and improvements
in procedures. We will continue to work to
drive down the levels of sickness absence
even further over the coming months.
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Former Health Secretary Alan Johnson and comedienne and
former psychiatric nurse Jo Brand officially open the National
Centre for Mental Health - Birmingham

Outside space at the National Centre for Mental Health Birmingham

Celebrating our success
Our commitment to providing and developing
services which are responsive to the needs
of our patients, their families and carers
is evident from the way in which we have
continued to develop and to invest millions
of pounds in new buildings, services and
equipment. During the period covered by
this report, we saw a number of other longer
term initiatives come to fruition.

the buildings which have a number of
features including:

Wherever possible, our developments
have been made in partnership with our
service users, carers and their families. We
encourage all types of feedback from the
people who use our services. This helps us
to make any changes and/or improvements
where appropriate, supporting us in our
delivery of truly patient centred services.

•

National Centre for Mental Health –
Birmingham
In May 2008, after more than a decade of
planning and construction, our patients
moved into our new National Centre
for Mental Health, five weeks ahead of
schedule. The £70m facility, which includes
the Barberry and Oleaster buildings, is
regarded as one of the largest mental health
building projects in Europe, and one that
provides facilities which inspire sensitive
patient care and provide a greater sense of
sanctuary.
Health Secretary Alan Johnson and Jo
Brand, popular British comedienne and
former psychiatric nurse, officially opened

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

137 beds
Single inpatient bedrooms with modern
ensuite facilities
Suites offering the latest in therapeutic
activities with opportunities to provide
complementary and psychological
treatments
Fresh, contemporary rest, relaxation and
activity areas
Unique mother and baby unit with a
series of services
Individual male and female zones
Multi-faith area together with library,
restaurant and fitness sections
Open, outdoor relaxation spaces which
provide natural habitats.

The opening of these facilities in Edgbaston
were part of a number of developments
opened during the NHS’s 60th birthday
celebrations.

Patient Advice and Liaison
Service (PALS)
Our PALS customer care service expanded
its access this year to offer service users,
carers and the public an enhanced advice
and information service - 24 hours a day.
Our PALS service, which provides advice
and information on Trust services or on any
mental health issue was launched six years
ago. Since then, the service has grown and
has offered advice and information to
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thousands of people.
For the three month period (April 1, 2008 –
June 30, 2008), our PALS service received
over 247 contacts.
Our team of advisors answer queries from
service users, carers and members of the
public by telephone, text message or email.
They also spend time visiting wards, units
and support groups on a regular basis,
enabling everyone to access the service.
The single telephone number for support and
advice 24 hours a day is a freephone
number 0800 953 0045 where a PALS officer
will always be available to offer advice,
guidance and information.

Arts All Over The Place
This year saw another successful year for
our Arts All Over The Place festival. The
festival, which is now in its second year,
brings together the creative talents of many
people who practise the arts in mental health
services. These include our service users,
their friends, families, carers and mental
health professionals.
The festival, which takes place across
Birmingham and Solihull is an initiative
from the Creatives Network for the Arts
and Health that, inspired by our own social
inclusion team, aims to develop a wider
awareness of the arts within
health care and their importance in
promoting recovery in mental health.

Research and Development
Our Trust remains committed to supporting
Research and Development (R&D) which
underpins individual and organisational
learning.
In response to Best Research for Best
Health (DoH 2006) and the subsequent
changes in R&D funding, our Trust board
approved a proposed strategic business
plan which focused upon four internationally
competitive mental health portfolio research

programmes across our Trust, recognising
the opportunities within these programmes
for future income. These four programmes
are:
•
•
•
•

Early intervention and prevention of
psychosis
Ethnicity and mental health
Addictions research
Neurodegenerative disorders and
cognitive impairment.

Together, these programmes have brought
considerable benefits to our Trust in terms of
clinical innovation and recognition, and lead
researchers within them have demonstrated
an ability to attract prestigious funding.
During 2008/09 our researchers within the
four core programmes continued to be
involved in 14 funded research portfolio
projects, either as chief or principal
investigators.
Our Trust is proud to host the Heart of
England Mental Health Research Network
Hub (‘the hub’) which has helped to generate
a thriving research culture within our Trust
that is focused upon national research
priorities.

Innovation
Our innovations this year include improved
patient experience, by enabling service
users to manage their mental health
problems, development of leadership skills
and management capabilities, improvements
in patient information, the provision of
support for faith and spirituality groups,
increased patient safety, partnership working
and access to fitness classes and income
generation to enable further investment in
Trust services.
Towards the end of the year, we agreed a
contract with the NHS West Midlands
Innovations Centre, who provide our Trust
with support for new innovations we may
choose to take to market during the coming
years.
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Continuing to be green
Our Trust has continued its responsible
and pro-active approach to green and
sustainable development through a number
of initiatives including:
•

•
•

The decommissioning of the Queen
Elizabeth Psychiatric Hospital (QEPH)
– between 60 and 70 per cent of all the
fixtures and fittings were either
re-used or recycled resulting in benefits
to the environment and savings in waste
disposal costs
Our domestic waste recycling figures are
now in excess of over 60% of total waste
across our Trust
The introduction of a Trust-wide paper
shredding service resulting in
environmental and cost benefits.

Good progress has been made this year in
order to reduce our energy consumption,
however, we still have a long way to go to
avoid energy waste.

Our Earthman, who is leading BSMHFT’s energy saving campaign.

Over the coming months, we will build upon
our energy saving campaign which employs
a selection of communications tools aimed
at increasing staff awareness and ultimately
reducing our energy consumption going
forward.
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Moseley Hall older people’s development (artist’s impression) due to open December 2010.

Future developments
We are looking forward to using the
freedoms afforded by our Foundation Trust
status, including the flexibility to plan for
major service developments without having
to operate within strict annual allocation
limits. This will take place over the coming
year.
Our Trust will continue to develop and
grow its business which will be based on
both the strategic objectives and the needs
of the communities we serve. Wherever
possible, our developments will be made
in partnership and after engagement with
service users, their carers and our members.
We recognise that we are embarking on
a very exciting journey which will see us
continuing to provide cutting edge services
which are at the very forefront of modern
mental health care including some of the
following schemes and projects.
As a specialist service for older people we
have a critical mass of services and people
who are experts in their field we are well
positioned to provide training and education
services to other statutory, voluntary and
private sector organisations as well as attract
staff who have an interest in older people’s
services.

Moseley Hall Hospital
Work on our new £17.7 million National
Centre for Mental Health Excellence: Older
People will begin in June 2009 after our
Board gave its approval for the project.
This specialist centre will bring acute
services and diagnostic facilities for
managing physical and mental health issues
together on the same site and will take
provision of older people’s mental health
services into the 21st century, offering the
best possible care to patients and support to
their carers and families.
The facilities will be housed in new modern
buildings, incorporating latest design
features such as en suite single rooms,
visitors' facilities and a therapy suite, in a
tranquil setting. Staff will also benefit from
new training and seminar facilities at the site,
enabling them to keep their skills updated.
Building work is set to be completed by
December 2010, when the first patients will
receive treatment.
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Medium secure facilities
We plan to open a 90-bed medium secure
unit for men on the Yardley Green NHS
site in eastern Birmingham. The land has
been secured and subject to business
case approval, we plan to have services
operational by 2011.

Community Enablement and Recovery
Teams (CERT)
This year will see us launch Community
Enablement and Recovery Teams
(CERT) across Birmingham and Solihull.
Everybody’s Business; DoH 2006: states;
“Older people with functional mental health
problems such as depression and psychotic
mental illness, and people with dementia
should be referred to specialist services
for expert assessment and advice, and for
periods when distress or risk are particularly
severe and problems are complex.” The aim
of each CERT will be to focus on the latter
by treating and supporting service users
and their carers at home and in their local
communities.

Mental Health Rapid Assessment,
Interface and Discharge (RAID)
Team
During the course of next year, we will
introduce a flagship RAID team which will
enable integration of mental health and
addiction services into the acute hospital and
a more proactive approach to mental health
management in this setting. The integrated
specialist expertise in the team allows for
a single point of contact and an ageless,
boundary free service. The team would
also improve quality of care for older people
and substance misuse patients in the acute
hospital.

Levi Roots opens the Zinnia Centre, Sparkhill.
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Financial Performance
This section provides a commentary on the
Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS
Trust financial performance for the three
month period April 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008
of the 2008/2009 financial year. Birmingham
and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation
Trust was authorised as an NHS Foundation
Trust and therefore there is a separate
annual report and set of accounts to cover
the period July 1, 2008 to March 31, 2009.

Financial statements
The full set of accounts for the three month
period April 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008 are
included within this report and have been
prepared in accordance with the directions
given by the Department of Health.

Financial performance
The financial operating frameworks differ
for NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts.
In this year of transition to a Foundation
Trust it has, therefore, been necessary to
prepare two sets of accounts for 2008/09.
The first set covers the period April 1, 2008
to June 30, 2008 and applies to Birmingham
and Solihull Mental Health NHS Trust. The
second set covers the period July 1, 2008 to
March 31, 2009 for Birmingham and Solihull
Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust.
In the three month period reported in this
Annual Report, our Trust generated a
surplus of £1.2m.

To meet compliance with this target at least
95% of invoices must be paid within 30 days,
or within the agreed contract term.
Details of compliance with the code are
given on page 32.

External audit
The external auditor is the Audit
Commission. In the three month period
fees of £39,000 were paid for statutory audit
services.

International Financial Reporting
Standards
From April 1, 2009 the Trust will be required
to adopt International Financial Reporting
Standards (‘IFRS’). In preparation for this,
the Trust established a working group to
determine the impact on the Trust balances.
Our external auditors have reviewed the
arrangements in place for IFRS and we
received a ‘green’ rating. The key difference
for the Trust is the impact on PFI reporting.
Given the complexity we engaged financial
advisors to advise on the correct accounting
treatment. Under IFRS we will be showing
the PFI assets on our balance sheet as our
assets with a liability to reflect the amounts
due to our PFI provider.

Public sector pay policy
Our Trust adopts a Better Payment Practice
Code in respect of invoices received
from NHS and non-NHS suppliers. The
code requires our Trust to aim to pay all
undisputed invoices within 30 calendar
days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice
(whichever is the later), unless other
payment terms have been agreed.
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income and expenditure account for the 3 month period
ending 30 june 2008
3 months
ending

Year Ending

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000
179,630

NOTE
Income from activities

3

46,498

Other operating income

4

5,640

26,741

Operating expenses

5-7

(49,843)

(198,621)

2,295

7,750

1

(109)

2,296

7,641

191

938

OPERATING SURPLUS
Profit/(loss) on disposal of fixed
assets

8

SURPLUS BEFORE INTEREST
Interest receivable
Interest payable

9

0

0

Other finance costs - unwinding
of discount

16

0

0

2,487

8,579

Public dividend capital dividends
payable

(1,281)

(4,679)

RETAINED SURPLUS FOR THE
YEAR

1,206

3,900

SURPLUS FOR THE FINANCIAL
YEAR

All income and expenditure is derived from continuing operations.
As the Trust was authorised to become a Foundation Trust on July 1, 2008, these
accounts reflect a 3 month period to June 2008.

MANAGEMENT COSTS
3 months ending
30 June 2008"

Year ending
31 March 2008"

£000

£000

Management costs

2,705

10,476

Income

52,138

206,371
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Better Payment Practice Code

3 Months Ending

Year Ending

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

Number

£000

Number

£000

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid in
the year

8,910

11,134,688

31,888

42,099

Total Non NHS trade invoices paid
within target

8,100

10,632,969

29,684

41,070

Percentage of Non-NHS trade invoices paid within target

91%

95%

93%

98%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the
year

229

2,341,225

889

12,498

Total NHS trade invoices paid within
target

222

2,336,609

856

12,440

97%

100%

96%

100%

Percentage of NHS trade invoices
paid within target

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all undisputed
invoices by the due date or within 30 days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice,
whichever is later.
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Frank Bruno signs up to become a landmark member. Pictured with Sue Turner, Chief Executive.
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Meet the board
All of the Trust’s directors, as listed on the following pages, declare that as far as they are
aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the NHS body’s auditors are
unaware.
Ros Alstead
Executive Director of Nursing

Professor Peter Marquis
Chairman
An experienced scientist with extensive
managerial skills, Professor Peter
Marquis has been the Chairman
of Birmingham and Solihull Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust since
September 2007 and prior to this
appointment, Peter was a NonExecutive Director and Chair of the Clinical Governance
Committee at Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS
Trust for a period of 4 years. Peter is the Chairman of CPDHQ Ltd; a University Elearning company and up until October
2008, he was Dean of Health & Life Sciences and a member
of the University Strategic Management Committee. From
1989 to 1999, Peter was a Governor of Solihull College. Peter
holds a BSc (Hons) degree, a PhD and he is a fellow of the
Institute of Materials, Mining and Metallurgy
(FIMM). His engagement with the community and service
users includes 8 years as the President of Fox Hollies
Swimming Club, from 1991 -1999; and the
Chairman of Sharmans Cross Primary School Parent
Teacher Association from 1987-1991.
Interests: Dean of Life and Health Sciences, University of
Birmingham. Chairman, CPD HQ Limited.

Sue Turner
Chief Executive
Prior to her appointment as Chief
Executive in 2003, Sue held the
position of Chief Executive at the
then, South Birmingham Mental
Health NHS Trust. Sue has also held
the post of Deputy Chief Executive
of the Riverside Mental Health Trust
and was the former Chair of the Hamlet Trust; a charitable
organisation working in Central and Eastern Europe. Having
worked in the NHS for over 27 years, Sue’s background
includes a number of senior managerial roles which involved
her leading and supporting reconfiguration and remodelling of
acute health services in inner London teaching hospitals. Sue
has also held managerial positions at the Lewisham & North
Southwark Health Authority (Guys, Newcross, and Lewisham)
and the Riverside Health Authority (St Stephens, Charing
Cross, Westminster).
In addition, Sue has carried out a wide range of commercial
and public sector projects. She led and achieved successful
implementation and bedding down of 4 multi million pound
investment programmes; these were: secure services in
West London, women’s Secure ervices, CAMHS Secure
Services and general acute mental health; all of which
were in Birmingham. Sue, who holds a BSc, and an MSc
in Survey Methods and Statistics is a member of the British
Psychological Society and is consistently involved in a range
of service user and family involvement activities.

Prior to her apointment at
BSMHFT as Executive Director of
Nursing, Ros held the position of
Director of Nursing and Quality at the
then, South Birmingham Mental
Health NHS Trust. Throughout her
career, Ros has contributed her
knowledge and expertise of modernising mental health
services to a number of national inquries and committees,
and has acted as an expert nurse on the Richardson
Committe which advised the Sectretary of State on future
Mental Health Act legislation. Her wealth of experience at
board level spans a number of positions held at Trusts and
health authorities in both London and the Midlands. Ros holds
an MBA, BSc in Nursing Studies and is a RMN and RGN.
Interests: Vice chair of the National Mental Health
Nurse Directors Forum.

Stan Baldwin
Non-Executive Director
Appointed to the Trust Board in 2003,
Stan has extensive public sector
experience which includes 8 years
developing community services in
the City of Birmingham. He is the
former Chief Executive of Wyre
Forest District Council and currently provides Public Sector
Consultancy.
Interests: Self-employed consultant.

David Boden
Non-Executive Director
David is a property investor and
manager and former deputy director
of Solihull Samaritans. He was
appointed to the Board in 2006 after
serving as Chairman of the Trust’s
Patient and Public Involvement (PPI)
Forum.
Interests: Chief Executive – W Boden & Co Ltd.
Justice of the Peace, Sutton Coldfield Bench.

Interests: Nil to declare.
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Sukhbinder Singh Heer
Non-Executive Director
Sukhbinder is the founder and
Executive Chairman of IC2 Capital, a
private equity fund. He previously held
the position of Managing Partner
of RSM Robson Rhodes and has
extensive experience in financially
managing, growing and aligning
organisations to meet and exceed stakeholders’ expectations.
Interests: Nil to declare.

Stella Layton
Non-Executive Director
Appointed: 01/03/08
Stella is the current European
president of Cookson Precious Metals,
responsible for all European
operations, with a turnover of £200m
per year.
Interests: Nil to declare.

Karen Martin
Deputy Chief Executive and
Executive Director of Workforce
and Organisational Development
Karen was appointed as Deputy Chief
Executive for BSMHFT in 2006
having worked for three years as
Executive Director of Organisational and Workforce
Development. In July 2008, Karen successfully led the trust
as Foundation Trust project Director to successful licensing.
Her current portfolio includes performance management
across the Trust. Karen has worked in the NHS for 26
years and has a wealth of experience in human resource/
organisational development, leadership and change
management. She held senior management and director
positions at health authority, specialist health authority and
acute sector level.
Karen is a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development and holds a MSc in Public Sector
Management.
Interests: Nil to declare.
Chris Tidman
Executive Director of Resources

Alison Lord
Non-Executive Director
Alison is a qualified accountant and
director of her own business Allegra
Limited, which was established in
2005 to provide practical turnaround
assistance for companies facing
cash-flow problems.
Interests: Nil to declare.

Chris joined BSMHFT as Executive
Director of Resources in 2006.
Throughout his NHS career,
Chris has held a number of
directorships and senior management
positions at both health authority and PCT environments.
Chris has a wealth of experience in leading on PFI
finance, capital investment, business planning and
contract development. He holds a first class degree in
accountancy and is a member of the Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants
Interests: Nil to declare.

Dr Neil Deuchar
Medical Director
Dr Neil Deuchar is Consultant
Psychiatrist and Medical Director of
Birmingham and Solihull Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust,
Honorary Senior Research Fellow –
Department of Neurosciences,
University of Birmingham; and Medical Director Advisor
(Workforce Reform) to the Care Services Improvement
Partnership (West Midlands Development Centre). His
qualifications are MBBS, DRCOG, MMedSc, FRCPsych.
He is a Fellow of the British Association of Medical
Managers. His career has taken him from journalism and
public relations into general practice and then to psychiatry.
His specialist areas of clinical expertise include eating
disorders and perinatal psychiatry. His areas of
managerial specialism include the provision of
psychological therapies, care pathways, New Ways of
Working, collaborative commissioning of mental health
services and translational research and development.
His academic interests include spirituality and the
relationship between religion and psychiatry.
Interests: Board member, Centre for Health and Healing,
St Martin’s Church, Birmingham Bull Ring.
Partner Midlands Psychiatric Partnership.
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Audit committee
The audit committee’s function is to review
integrated governance, risk management
and internal control across the whole of our
organisation’s activities (both clinical and
non-clinical) which support the achievement
of our objectives.
Its members are our five non executive
directors: Alison Lord, Stella Layton, Stan
Baldwin, David Boden and Sukhbinder Singh
Heer (Chairman of the audit committee).

Remuneration committee
The committee members are:
The Chairman of the committee
The Trust Chairman and
four Non-Executive Directors.
The remuneration committee of the NHS
Trust is a sub-committee of the Trust
board, which determines the remunerations,
allowances and terms of service of the Chief
Executive and those Executive Directors
reporting directly to the Chief Executive.
In considering the remuneration of senior
executives, the committee considers any
guidance or best practice issues by the
Secretary of State for Health as well as the
affordability of any increases. The committee
will monitor and evaluate the performance
of the Chief Executive and the Executive
Directors.
All members of the Trust board subscribe to
the Code of Conduct for NHS Managers. Our
directors, managers and staff are required
to adopt high standards of corporate and
personal conduct in respect of offers of
hospitality, declaration of interests
and prevention of fraud and corruption.
Policies relating to these matters are
available from the Trust secretary.
Our Chief Executive (appointed April
1, 2003) and Executive Directors were
appointed via vigorous nationwide
recruitment processes in line with national
and local guidance.
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Remuneration report
This report contains details of senior managers’ remuneration and pensions. The figures
relate to those individuals who have held office as a senior manager of our Trust during the
reporting period.

Salaries and allowances
3 months ending June 30, 2008
Salary
(bands of
£5000)

Year ending March 31, 2008

(bands of
£5000)

Benefits in
kind
(rounded
to the
nearest
£100)

(bands of
£5000)

£000

£

£000

Other
Remuneration

£000

Benefits in
kind
(rounded to
the nearest
£100)

Salary
Other
Remuneration
(bands of £5000)
£000

£

Name & Title
Prof P Marquis
(Chairman)

5 - 10

0

0

15 – 20

0

0

Mrs S Layton
(Non-Executive Director)

0-5

0

0

0–5

0

0

Ms A Lord
(Non-Executive Director)

0-5

0

0

0–5

0

0

Mr WS Baldwin
(Non-Executive Director)

0-5

0

0

5 – 10

0

0

Mr S Heer
(Non-Executive Director)

0-5

0

0

0–5

0

0

Mrs P Brookfield
(Non-Executive Director)

N/A

N/A

N/A

5 – 10

0

0

Mr D Boden
(Non-Executive Director)

0-5

0

0

5 – 10

0

0

Ms S Turner
(Chief Executive)

35 - 40

0

0

145 –
150

0

0

Dr N Deuchar
(Medical Director)

25 -30

5-10

0

115 –
120

20 – 25

0

Mr C Tidman
(Executive Director of
Resources)

20 - 25

0

0

95 – 100 0

0

Mrs K Martin
(Executive Director of
Organisational &
Workforce Development/
Deputy CEO)

25 - 30

0

0

100 –
105

0

0

Ms R Alstead
(Executive Director of
Nursing)

20 - 25

0

0

95 – 100 0

0
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Pension benefits
Real
increase in
pension at
age 60

Lump sum
at aged 60
related to
real increase
in pension

Total accrued
pension at age
60 ending 30
June 2008

Lump
sum at
age 60
related to
accrued
pension
ending
30 June
2008

Cash
equivalent
transfer
value
ending 30
June 2008

Cash
equivalent
transfer
value
ending
31 March
2008

Real
increase
in cash
equivalent
transfer
value
during
period

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£2500)

(bands of
£5000)

(bands of
£5000)

Name and Title

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Ms S Turner
(Chief Executive)

0 – 2.5

0 – 2.5
40 – 45

130 - 135

644

638

2

Dr N Deuchar
(Medical Director)

0 – 2.5

25 – 30

75 – 80

374

360

11

Mr C Tidman
(Executive Director of
Resources)

0 – 2.5

15 – 20

55 – 60

212

201

9

Mrs K Martin
(Director of Organisational & Workforce
Development/Deputy
CEO)

0 – 2.5

30 – 35

95 – 100

429

423

3

Ms R Alstead
(Executive Director of
Nursing)

0 – 2.5

35 - 40

110 – 115

575

566

5

0 – 2.5

0 – 2.5

0 – 2.5

0 – 2.5

Remuneration received by Non-Executive members is not pensionable and so this
information is not applicable.

Pension liabilities
Past and present employees are members of the NHS Pension scheme. The scheme is an
unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers. The scheme is not designed
to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying
scheme assets and liabilities. Further details are within the annual accounts on page 55.
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STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE ACCOUNTABLE
OFFICER OF THE TRUST
The Secretary of State has directed that the Chief Executive should be the Accountable
Officer to the Trust. The relevant responsibilities of Accountable Officers are set out in the
Accountable Officers Memorandum issued by the Department of Health. These include
ensuring that:
- there are effective management systems in place to safeguard public funds and assets and
assist in the implementation of corporate governance;
- value for money is achieved from the resources available to the Trust;
- the expenditure and income of the Trust has been applied to the purposes intended by
Parliament and conform to the authorities which govern them;
- effective and sound financial management systems are in place; and
- annual statutory accounts are prepared in a format directed by the Secretary of State with
the approval of the Treasury to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs as at the end
of the financial year and the income and expenditure, recognised gains and losses and cash
flows for the year.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set
out in my letter of appointment as an accountable officer.

Signed:
Sue Turner
Chief Executive
Birmingham & Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
Date: 27 May 2009
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Statement of internal control
ORGANISATION NAME: Birmingham and
Solihull Mental Health NHS Trust

by the Trust’s business plan objectives and
individual job descriptions.

1. Scope of responsibility

As Accountable Officer, I sign the Statement
on Internal Control (SIC) on behalf of the
Board. To discharge this accountability, I
delegate risk management responsibilities as
follows;

The Board is accountable for internal
control. As Accountable Officer, and Chief
Executive of this Board, I have responsibility
for maintaining a sound system of internal
control that supports the achievement of the
organisation’s policies, aims and objectives.
I also have responsibility for safeguarding
the public funds and the organisation’s
assets for which I am personally responsible
as set out in the NHS Accountable Officer
Memorandum.
2. The purpose of the system of internal
control
The system of internal control is designed
to manage risk to a reasonable level rather
than to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve
policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore
only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance of effectiveness. The system
of internal control is based on an ongoing
process designed to:
•Identify and prioritise the risks to the
achievement of the organisation’s policies,
aims and objectives,
•Evaluate the likelihood of those risks being
realised and the impact should they be
realised, and to manage them efficiently,
effectively and economically.
The system of internal control has been in
place in Birmingham and Solihull Mental
Health NHS Trust for the year ended June
30, 2009 and up to the date of approval of
the annual report and accounts.
3. Capacity to handle risk
Leadership arrangements for risk
management are clearly documented in
the Risk Management Strategy approved
by Trust Board, and are further supported

The Medical Director and the Director of
Nursing have joint delegated responsibility
for clinical risk management and clinical
governance. The Medical Director has
particular responsibility for overseeing
the care programme approach, clinical
effectiveness, information governance and
acts as the Caldicott Guardian. The Medical
Director chairs the information governance
committee, using the information toolkit
to identify and manage risks around data
security and data loss.
The Director of Nursing has Board level
responsibility for risk management and
chairs the Trust clinical governance
committee and risk management committee.
She is supported by the Associate Director
of Governance who has operational
responsibility for ensuring that risk
management processes are in place across
the Trust.
The Director of Nursing also has particular
responsibility for risk management processes
around health and safety, infection control,
local security management (NHS SMS),
CNST, safeguarding children, safeguarding
vulnerable adults and complaints.
The Executive Director of Resources has
responsibility for managing the development,
implementation and management of financial
control and IM&T systems. The Trust’s
finance committee plays a key role in
managing financial risk and in ensuring that
resources are deployed economically and
effectively.
The Deputy Chief Executive/ Executive
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Director of Workforce and Organisational
Development has delegated responsibility
for performance management and managing
risks associated with human resources. A
performance management and improvement
board has been in place ensuring that
performance across a range of quality
and productivity metrics is monitored and
delivered, and that action plans are in place
to address any identified weaknesses.
The Director of Commercial Services & Asset
Management has overall responsibility for
the Trust estate, plant, waste management,
fire safety, environmental management and
major incident planning. During the year, the
Trust’s major incident planning processes
were peer reviewed, giving me assurance
that they were fit for purpose.
Three Directors of Strategic Delivery have
delegated responsibility for managing
operational risk across their Divisions.
Clinical Directors and the other Professional
Heads have responsibility for the systems of
risk management at Divisional level and lead
their implementation.
The Trust’s Risk Management Training
Policy defines the range of statutory and
mandatory risk management training
identified for staff based upon a trust wide
training needs analysis. Training also
includes a nationally accredited course for
managers to ensure they are equipped to
manage risks appropriate to their level of
responsibility and duties, and are competent
to fulfil their roles. In addition, there is a
range of policies in place to describe staff
roles in relation to the identification and
management of risk. All relevant policies
are available on the intranet. Furthermore,
all new members of staff are required to
attend a mandatory induction that covers key
elements of risk management.
The Trust learns from good practice
through a range of mechanisms including
benchmarking, clinical supervision and
reflective practice, individual and peer
reviews, performance management,
continuing professional development

programmes, clinical audit and application
of evidence-based practice and meeting
risk management standards. Furthermore,
the Trust ethos is to systematically review
and learn from untoward incidents and
complaints. There is a learning lessons
group which reports to the clinical
governance committee on actions taken
in response to trends and themes. Good
practice and changes to policies are
communicated through email, intranet,
divisional reports, newsletters and team
briefs.
There are formal mechanisms in place
to ensure that external changes to best
practice, such as those issued by the
National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence, are incorporated into Trust
policies and procedures.
4. The risk and control framework
The risk management strategy clearly
defines the leadership and processes
required to manage risk,and states
the important link to the performance
management and business planning
systems.
The Trust’s approach to risk is made
clear to all staff: that is that risk cannot be
eliminated and that sometimes risks of a
particular intervention need to be balanced
against the risk of doing nothing. It is also
emphasised that a completely risk averse
culture can sometimes stifle innovation and
service improvement. Therefore, the Trust
emphasises the importance of measuring
and mitigating risk, rather than seeking to
eradicate all risk. The principle of learning
lessons is also stressed - it is every staff
members duty to seek to minimise risk and
to report untoward incidents where they
occur in order to prevent re-occurance.
All member’s of staff are responsible for
managing risks within the scope of their
role and as part of their responsibilities
as employees of the Trust, working to
professional codes of conduct.
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The Assurance Framework 2008/9 is
developed via the strategic risk management
committee throughout the year and reported
to the Board on a quarterly basis. The key
risks are used to inform the Trust’s annual
planning processes, managed through the
business development committee. The
assurance framework provides the Board
with the required assurance that risks to
achieving key strategic objectives are being
effectively controlled.
In response to a number of national issues
around breaches in patient confidentiality,
the information governance committee
has endorsed a policy to mitigate the risks
around data security, and data loss. There
were no data security incidents arising
during this period.
As an employer with staff entitled to
membership of the NHS pension scheme,
control measures are in place to ensure
all employer obligations contained within
the scheme regulations are complied with.
This includes ensuring that deductions
from salary, employer’s contributions
and payments in to the scheme are in
accordance with the scheme rules, and
that member pension scheme records are
accurately updated in accordance with the
timescales detailed in the regulations. The
Trust has also undertaken its own data
cleanse exercise with all staff to ensure
records are maintained at an optimum level.

letter and other reports. I have been advised
on the implications of the result of my review
of the effectiveness of the system of internal
control by the Board, the Audit Committee,
and a plan to address identified weaknesses
and continuous improvement is in place.
In arriving at my opinion, I have taken
assurance from;
•

The fact that the Trust was fully
compliant with the standards for better
health declaration up until June 30, 2009.

•

The Foundation Trust application
process:- The Trust had to satisfy
exacting standards around governance
processes and board capabilities set
by Monitor, the FT regulator, in order to
become licensed on July 1, 2008.

•

The Trust Board:- Financial, operational
and clinical performance have been
reviewed monthly throughout the period.
The Board also reviewed its strategic
risks through the Assurance Framework.
In response to the drive to establish
more quantitative clinical quality metrics,
the Board established a separate task
and finish group that led to improved
reporting on clinical governance matters.

•

The audit committee :- This was
significantly strengthened as part of the
FT application process, and is chaired
by a Non Executive Director with the
necessary financial and governance
experience. All Non-Executive Directors
are members of the committee, which
meets and reports to the Board monthly.
The focus of the committee is to seek
the independent evidence to provide the
Trust Board with the assurances that all
internal control and risk management
processes are in place. Agendas were
alternated between clinical and financial
matters.

•

Internal audit :- The audit plan is broad
based, covering reviews of both clinical
and financial systems, and was informed
following discussions with the Chair
of audit committee, and Executive

Control measures are in place to ensure
that all the organisation’s obligations
under equality, diversity and human rights
legislation are complied with.
5.

Review of effectiveness

As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility
for reviewing the effectiveness of the
system of internal control. My review of
the effectiveness of the system of internal
control is informed by the work of the internal
auditors and the executive directors within
the Trust, who have the responsibility for the
development and maintenance of the internal
control system, and the comments made by
the external auditors in their management
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Directors, having taken into account
the top strategic risks arising from the
Assurance Framework. The Head of
internal audit opinion has confirmed that
significant assurance can be given that
the internal control systems are fit for
purpose.
The number of external reviews and
assurance mechanisms in place, namely;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The clinical negligence scheme for Trusts
(CNST) – Level 1 achieved at 96%
The Mental Health Act Commission
reports
Healthcare Commission reviews
External audit reports and management
letter
National patient safety agency reports
Incident reporting systems
Complaints
Patient and staff surveys
Rowan reviews of older adult inpatient
facilities
PEAT inspections
Clinical audit
Annual Health Check performance and
Standards for Better Health, where we
have declared full compliance for the
whole of 2008/09.

Conclusion
As Accountable Officer, I can confirm that
BSMHT has a sound system of internal
control that supports the achievement of the
organisation’s plans, aims and objectives
and that the Statement of Internal Control is
a balanced reflection of the systems in place
during the period April 1, – June 30, 2008/09.

Signed: Sue Turner
Chief Executive
Birmingham & Solihull Mental Health NHS
Trust

Date: May 27, 2009

During 2008/09, the Trust did receive a
report from the Healthcare Commission
on a review undertaken in 2007 of our
inpatient services, across 18 different adult
acute wards. This concluded that there was
an inconsistent approach being adopted
at times, which did not always lend itself
to high quality, patient centred care. As a
result of this report, the Trust put in place
a rapid action plan to improve in particular
the consistency of the information provided
to service users on admission to our wards,
the range of therapeutic activities including
internet access and the robustness of
the integrated care planning process and
documentation. This action plan was agreed
by the Healthcare Commission, and is being
monitored closely by myself and the Trust
board such that we can be satisfied that by
December 2008 consistently high standards
have been achieved.
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Statement from the Independent Auditor
Opinion on the financial statements
I have audited the financial statements of
Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS
Trust for the period ended March 31, 2009
under the Audit Commission Act 1998. The
financial statements comprise the income
and expenditure account, the balance sheet,
the cashflow statement, the statement of
total recognised gains and losses and the
related notes. These financial statements
have been prepared in accordance with the
accounting policies directed by the Secretary
of State with the consent of the Treasury
as relevant to the National Health Service
set out within them. I have also audited the
information in the remuneration report that is
described as having been audited.
This report is made solely to the Board of
Directors of Birmingham and Solihull Mental
Health NHS Trust in accordance with Part II
of the Audit Commission Act 1998 and for no
other purpose, as set out in paragraph 36 of
the statement of responsibilities of auditors
and of Audited Bodies prepared by the Audit
Commission.
Respective responsibilities of directors and
auditor
The directors’ responsibilities for preparing
the financial statements in accordance with
directions made by the Secretary of State
are set out in the statement of directors’
responsibilities.
My responsibility is to audit the financial
statements in accordance with relevant legal
and regulatory requirements and
International Standards on Auditing (UK
and Ireland). I report to you my opinion as
to whether the financial statements give a
true and fair view in accordance with the
accounting policies directed by the Secretary
of State as being relevant to the National
Health Service in England. I report whether
the financial statements and the part of the
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remuneration report to be audited have been
properly prepared in accordance with the
accounting policies directed by the Secretary
of State as being relevant to the National
Health Service in England. I also report to
you whether, in my opinion, the information
which comprises the commentary on the
financial performance included within the
operational and financial review and in
the annual report, it is consistent with the
financial statements.
I review whether the directors’ Statement on
Internal Control reflects compliance with the
Department of Health’s requirements, set out
in ‘Guidance on Completing the Statement
on Internal Control 2008/09’ issued February
25, 2009. I report if it does not meet the
requirements specified by the Department
of Health or if the statement is misleading
or inconsistent with other information I am
aware of from my audit of the financial
statements. I am not required to consider,
nor have I considered, whether the directors’
Statement on Internal Control covers all risks
and controls. Neither am I required to form
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Trust’s
corporate governance procedures or its risk
and control procedures.
I read the other information contained in the
Annual Report and consider whether it is
consistent with the audited financial
statements. This other information comprises
the foreword, the unaudited part of the
remuneration report, the Chairman’s
statement and the remaining elements of the
operating and financial review. I consider the
implications for my report if I become aware
of any apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the financial statements.
My responsibilities do not extend to any
other information.
Basis of audit opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the
Audit Commission Act 1998, the Code of
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Commission and International Standards on
Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of evidence
relevant to the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements and the part of the
remuneration report to be audited. It also
includes an assessment of the significant
estimates and judgments made by the
directors in the preparation of the financial
statements, and of whether the accounting
policies are appropriate to the Trust’s
circumstances, consistently applied and
adequately disclosed.
I planned and performed my audit so as to
obtain all the information and explanations
which I considered necessary in order to
provide me with sufficient evidence to give
reasonable assurance that:
• The financial statements are free from
material misstatement, whether caused by
fraud or other irregularity or error; and
• The financial statements and the part of the
remuneration report to be audited have
been properly prepared.
In forming my opinion I also evaluated the
overall adequacy of the presentation of
information in the financial statements and
the part of the Remuneration Report to be
audited.

Opinion

Annual Report, is consistent with the
financial statements.

Conclusion
I have undertaken my audit in accordance
with the Code of Audit Practice and having
regard to the criteria for NHS bodies
specified by the Audit Commission and
published in December 2006, I am satisfied
that, in all significant respects, Birmingham
and Solihull Mental Health Trust made
proper arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources for the period ending March 31,
2009.

Certificate
I certify that I have completed the audit of the
accounts in accordance with the
requirements of the Audit Commission Act
1998 and the Code of Audit Practice issued
by the Audit Commission.
Signature:
Mark Stocks
Officer of the Audit Commission
No1 Friarsgate, 1011 Stratford Road
Solihull, B90 4EB
Date: June 8, 2009

In my opinion:
• The financial statements give a true and
fair view, in accordance with the accounting
policies directed by the Secretary of State as
being relevant to the National Health Service
in England, of the state of the Trust’s affairs
as at March 31, 2009 and of its income and
expenditure for the period then ended;
• The part of the remuneration report to be
audited has been properly prepared in
accordance with the accounting policies
directed by the Secretary of State as being
relevant to the National Health Service in
England; and
• Information which comprises the
commentary on the financial performance
included within the operational and
financial review, included within the
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Service user artwork, Phoenix centre art group.
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 June 2008
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

FIXED ASSETS
Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Financial assets
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

0

0

154,268

148,285

0

0

154,268

148,285

CURRENT ASSETS
Stocks and work in progress
Debtors
Investments
Other financial assets

342

435

11,403

10,227

0

0

0

0

Cash at bank and in hand

14,566

9,459

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

26,311

20,121

(17,005)

(12,182)

0

0

9,305

7,939

163,573

156,224

0

0

0

0

(662)

(728)

162,911

155,496

101,667

101,667

42,515

36,537

2,971

2,868

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year
Financial liabilities
NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES)
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
CREDITORS: Amounts falling due after more
than one year
Financial liabilities
PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES
TOTAL ASSETS EMPLOYED
FINANCED BY:
TAXPAYERS' EQUITY
Public dividend capital
Revaluation reserve
Donated asset reserve
Government grant reserve
Income and expenditure reserve
TOTAL TAXPAYERS' EQUITY

162

157

15,596

14,267

162,911

155,496

The financial statements on pages 48 to 77 were approved by the Board on May
27, 2009 and signed on its behalf by:					
					
Signed: 		
(Chief Executive)
Date: May 27, 2009
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STATEMENT OF TOTAL RECOGNISED GAINS AND LOSSES FOR THE
PERIOD ENDED 30 June 2008
30 June
2008

31 March
2008

£000

£000

2,487

8,579

0

0

Unrealised surplus/(deficit) on fixed asset revaluations/indexation

6,229

8,481

Total recognised gains and losses for the period

8,716

17,060

0

0

8,716

17,060

Surplus/(deficit) for the financial year before dividend payments
Fixed asset impairment losses

Prior period adjustment
Total gains and losses recognised in the period
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD ENDED
30 June 2008
30 June
2008

31 March
2008

NOTE

£000

£000

19.1

5,820

36,315

198

892

0

0

198

892

(911)

(26,990)

0

5,484

(911)

(21,506)

0

(4,679)

5,107

11,022

(Purchase) of finacial assets with the Department of Health

0

0

(Purchase) of other current financial assets

0

0

Sale of financial assets with the Department of Health

0

0

Sale of other current financial asset

0

0

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from management of liquid resources

0

0

5,107

11,022

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities
RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS AND SERVICING OF FINANCE:
Interest received
Interest paid
Net cash inflow from returns on investments and servicing of
finance
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
(Payments) to acquire tangible fixed assets
Receipts from sale of tangible fixed assets
Net cash inflow/(outflow) from capital expenditure
DIVIDENDS PAID
Net cash inflow before management of liquid resources and
financing
MANAGEMENT OF LIQUID RESOURCES

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before financing
FINANCING
Public dividend capital received

0

22,647

Public dividend capital repaid

0

(24,342)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from financing

0

(1,695)

5,107

9,327

Increase in cash
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Secretary of State for Health has directed that the financial statements of NHS Trusts shall meet the
accounting requirements of the NHS Trust Manual for Accounts which shall be agreed with HM Treasury. The
accounting policies contained in that manual follow UK generally accepted accounting practice and HM Treasury's
Financial Reporting Manual to the extent that they are meaningful and appropriate to the NHS. The accounting
policies have been applied consistently in dealing with items considered material in relation to the accounts.

1.1

Accounting convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation
of fixed assets at their value to the business by reference to their current costs. NHS Trusts are not required to
provide a reconciliation between current cost and historical cost surpluses and deficits.

1.2

Acquisitions and discontinued operations
Activities are considered to be 'acquired' only if they are acquired from outside the public sector. Activities are
considered to be 'discontinued' only if they cease entirely. They are not considered to be 'discontinued' if they
transfer from one public sector body to another.

1.3

Income Recognition
Income is accounted for applying the accruals convention. The main source of income for the Trust is from
commissioners in respect of healthcare services provided under local agreements. Income is recognised in the
period in which services are provided. Where income is received for a specific activity which is to be delivered in
the following financial year, that income is deferred.

1.4

Pooled Budgets
The Trust has not entered into pooled budget arrangements.

1.5

Intangible fixed assets
Intangible assets are capitalised when they are capable of being used in a Trust's activities for more than one year;
they can be valued; and they have a cost of at least £5,000.
Intangible fixed assets held for operational use are valued at historical cost and are depreciated over the estimated
life of the asset on a straight line basis, except capitalised Research and Development which is revalued using an
appropriate index figure. The carrying value of intangible assets is reviewed for impairment at the end of the first
full year following acquisition and in other periods if events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value
may not be recoverable.
Purchased computer software licences are capitalised as intangible fixed assets where expenditure of at least
£5,000 is incurred. They are amortised over the shorter of the term of the licence and their useful economic lives.
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1.6

Tangible fixed assets
Capitalisation
Borrowing costs associated with the construction of new assets are not capitalised.
Tangible assets are capitalised if they are capable of being used for a period which exceeds one year and they:
- individually have a cost of at least £5,000; or
- collectively have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250, where the assets are
functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are anticipated to have
simultaneous disposal dates and are under single managerial control; or
- form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit irrespective of their individual or collective cost.
Expenditure on digital hearing aids in the year ended 31 March 2004 (but not in earlier years) was treated as
capital expenditure, in accordance with the amendment to the Capital Accounting Manual issued in July 2003,
giving rise to an increase in fixed assets regardless of the cost of the individual hearing aids. Subsequent
purchases of digital hearing aids are capitalised only when the total value is greater than £5,000. Where small
numbers of appliances are purchased the costs are expensed as incurred.
Valuation
Tangible fixed assets are stated at the lower of replacement cost and
recoverable amount. On initial recognition they are measured at cost (for leased assets, fair value) including
any costs such as installation directly attributable to bringing them into working condition. They are restated to
current value each year. The carrying values of tangible fixed assets are reviewed for impairment in periods if
events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable.
All land and buildings are restated to current value using professional
valuations in accordance with FRS15 every five years and in the intervening years by the use of indices. The
buildings index is based on the All in Tender Price Index published by the Building Cost Information Service
(BCIS). The land index is based on the residential building land values reported in the Property Market Report
published by the Valuation Office.
Professional valuations are carried out by the District Valuers of the Revenue and Customs Government
Department. The valuations are carried out in accordance with the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
Appraisal and Valuation Manual insofar as these terms are consistent with the agreed requirements of the
Department of Health and HM Treasury. In accordance with the requirements of the Department of Health, the last
asset valuations were undertaken in 2004 as at the prospective valuation date of 1 April 2005 and were applied on
the 31 March 2005.
The valuations are carried out primarily on the basis of Depreciated Replacement Cost for specialised operational
property and Existing Use Value for non-specialised operational property. The value of land for existing use
purposes is assessed at Existing Use Value. For non-operational properties including surplus land, the valuations
are carried out at Open Market Value.
Additional alternative Open Market Value figures have only been supplied for operational assets
scheduled for imminent closure and subsequent disposal.
Gains arising from indexation and revaluations are taken to the Revaluation Reserve. Losses arising from
revaluation are recognised as impairments and are charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that a balance
exists in relation to the revalued asset. Losses in excess of that amount are charged to the current year’s Income
& Expenditure account, unless it can be demonstrated that the recoverable amount is greater than the revalued
amount in which case the impairment is taken to the revaluation reserve. Diminutions in value when newly
constructed assets are brought into use are charged in full to the Income & Expenditure account. These falls in
value result from the adoption of ideal conditions as the basis for depreciated replacement cost valuations
Assets in the course of construction are valued at current cost using the indixes as for land and buildings, above.
These assets include any existing land or buildings under the control of a contractor.
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Residual interests in off-balance sheet Private Finance Initiative properties are included in tangible fixed assets
as 'assets under construction and payments on account' where the PFI contract specifies the amount, or nil value
at which the assets will be transferred to the Trust at the end of the contract. The residual interest is built up, on
an actuarial basis, during the life of the contract by capitalising part of the unitary charge so that at the end of the
contract the balance sheet value of the residual value plus the specified amount equal the expected fair value of
the residual asset at the end of the contract. The estimated fair value of the asset on reversion is determined by
the District Valuer based on Department of Health guidance. The District Valuer should provide an estimate of the
anticipated fair value of the assets on the same basis as the District Valuer values the NHS Trust's estate.
Operational equipment is carried at current value. Where assets are of low value, and/or have short useful
economic lives, these are carried at depreciated historic cost as a proxy for current value. Equipment surplus to
requirements is valued at net recoverable amount.
Depreciation, amortisation and impairments
Tangible fixed assets are depreciated at rates calculated to write them down to estimated residual value on a
straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives. No depreciation is provided on freehold land and assets
surplus to requirements.
Assets in the course of construction and residual interests in off-balance sheet PFI contract assets are not
depreciated until the asset is brought into use or reverts to the Trust, respectively.
Buildings, installations and fittings are depreciated on their current value over the estimated remaining life of the
asset as advised by the Valuer. Leaseholds are depreciated over the primary lease term.
Equipment is depreciated on current cost evenly over the estimated life of the asset.
Where the useful economic life of an asset is reduced from that initially estimated due to the revaluation of an
asset for sale, depreciation is charged to bring the value of the asset to its value at the point of sale.
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1.7

Donated fixed assets
Donated fixed assets are capitalised at their current value on receipt and this value is credited to the Donated
Asset Reserve. Donated fixed assets are valued and depreciated as described above for purchased assets. Gains
and losses on revaluations are also taken to the Donated Asset Reserve and, each year, an amount equal to the
depreciation charge on the asset is released from the Donated Asset Reserve to the Income and Expenditure
account. Similarly, any impairment on donated assets charged to the Income and Expenditure Account is matched
by a transfer from the Donated Asset Reserve. On sale of donated assets, the value of the sale proceeds is
transferred from the Donated Asset Reserve to the Income and Expenditure Reserve.		

1.8

Government Grants
Government grants are grants from government bodies other than funds from NHS bodies or funds awarded by
Parliamentary Vote. Gains and losses on revaluations are also taken to the Government Grant Reserve and, each
year, an amount equal to the depreciation charge on the asset is released from the Government Grant Reserve to
the Income and Expenditure Account. Similarly, any impairment on grant funded assets charged to the Income and
Expenditure Account is matched by a transfer from the Reserve.

1.9

Private Finance Initiative (PFI) transactions		
The NHS follows HM Treasury's Technical Note 1 (Revised) "How to Account for PFI transactions" which provides
practical guidance for the application of the Application Note F to FRS 5 and the guidance 'Land and Buildings in PFI
schemes Version 2'.
Where the balance of the risks and rewards of ownership of the PFI property are borne by the PFI operator, the PFI
obligations are recorded as an operating expense. Where the trust has contributed assets, a prepayment for their
fair value is recognised and amortised over the life of the PFI contract by charge to the Income and Expenditure
Account. Where, at the end of the PFI contract, a property reverts to the Trust, the difference between the expected
fair value of the residual on reversion and any agreed payment on reversion is built up over the life of the contract by
capitalising part of the unitary charge each year, as a tangible fixed asset.
Where the balance of risks and rewards of ownership of the PFI property are borne by the Trust, it is recognised as
a fixed asset along with the liability to pay for it which is accounted for as a finance lease. Contract payments are
apportioned between an imputed finance lease charge and a service charge.

1.10

Stocks and work-in-progress
Stocks and work-in-progress are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. This is considered to be a
reasonable approximation to current cost due to the high turnover of stocks. Work-in-progress comprises goods in
intermediate stages of production. Partially completed contracts for patient services are not accounted for as
work-in-progress.

1.11

Research and development		
Expenditure on research is not capitalised. Expenditure on development is capitalised if it meets the following
criteria:
- there is a clearly defined project;
- the related expenditure is separately identifiable;
- the outcome of the project has been assessed with reasonable certainty as to:
- its technical feasibility;
- its resulting in a product or service which will eventually be brought into use;
- adequate resources exist, or are reasonably expected to be available, to enable the project to be completed and to
provide any consequential increases in working capital.
Expenditure so deferred is limited to the value of future benefits expected and is amortised through the income and
expenditure account on a systematic basis over the period expected to benefit from the project. It is revalued on
the basis of current cost. The amortisation charge is calculated on the same basis as used for depreciation i.e. on a
quarterly basis. Expenditure which does not meet the criteria for capitalisation is treated as an operating cost in the
year in which it is incurred. NHS Trusts are unable to disclose the total amount of research and development
expenditure charged in the income and expenditure account because some research and development activity
cannot be separated from patient care activity.
Fixed assets acquired for use in research and development are amortised over the life of the associated project.

1.12

Provisions
The Trust provides for legal or constructive obligations that are of uncertain timing or amount at the balance sheet
date on the basis of the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation. Where the effect of the
time value of money is material, the estimated risk-adjusted cash flows are discounted using the Treasury’s discount
rate of 2.2% in real terms. 		
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Clinical Negligence Costs
The NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA) operates a risk pooling scheme under which the NHS Trust pays an annual
contribution to the NHSLA which in return settles all clinical negligence claims. Although the NHSLA is
administratively responsible for all clinical negligence cases the legal liability remains with the Trust. The total value
of clinical negligence provisions carried by the NHSLA on behalf of the Trust is disclosed at note 17.		
Non-clinical risk pooling
The Trust participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are risk
pooling schemes under which the Trust pays an annual contribution to the NHS Litigation Authority and, in return,
receives assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual membership contributions, and any ‘excesses’
payable in respect of particular claims are charged to operating expenses as and when they become due.
1.13

Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme. Details of the benefits
payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions. The
Scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and other bodies,
allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The scheme is not designed to be run in
a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying Scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore,
the Scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS body of participating in
the Scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to the Scheme for the accounting period. 		
The Scheme is subject to a full actuarial valuation every four years (until 2004, based on a five year valuation cycle),
and a FRS17 accounting valuation every year. An outline of these follows:
a) Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the scheme (taking
into account its recent demographic experience), and to recommend the contribution rates to be paid by employers
and scheme members. The last such valuation, which determined current contribution rates was undertaken as at 31
March 2004 and covered the period from 1 April 1999 to that date.
The conclusion from the 2004 valuation was that the Scheme had accumulated a notional deficit of £3.3 billion
against the notional assets as at 31 March 2004. However, after taking into account the changes in the benefit and
contribution structure effective from 1 April 2008, the Scheme actuary reported that employer contributions could
continue at the existing rate of 14% of pensionable pay. On advice from the Scheme actuary, scheme contributions
may be varied from time to time to reflect changes in the scheme’s liabilities. Up to 31 March 2008, the vast majority
of employees paid contributions at the rate of 6% of pensionable pay. From 1 April 2008, employees contributions are
on a tiered scale from 5% up to 8.5% of their pensionable pay depending on total earnings.
b) FRS17 Accounting valuation
In accordance with FRS17, a valuation of the Scheme liability is carried out annually by the Scheme Actuary as at the
balance sheet date by updating the results of the full actuarial valuation.
Between the full actuarial valuations at a two-year midpoint, a full and detailed member data-set is provided to the
Scheme Actuary. At this point the assumptions regarding the composition of the Scheme membership are updated to
allow the Scheme liability to be valued
The valuation of the Scheme liability as at 31 March 2009, is based on detailed membership data as at 31 March
2006 (the latest midpoint) updated to 31 March 2009 with summary global member and accounting data.
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the Scheme is contained in the Scheme Actuary report, which forms part of
the annual NHS Pension Scheme (England and Wales) Resource Account, published annually. These accounts can
be viewed on the NHS Pensions website. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
Scheme Provisions as at 30 June 2008
The scheme is a ‘final salary’ scheme.
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded by the scheme.
The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to the income and expenditure account at the time
the Trust commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.
The Scheme provides the opportunity to members to increase their benefits through money purchase Additional
Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) provided by an approved panel of life companies. Under the arrangement the
employee/member can make contributions to enhance an employee’s pension benefits. The benefits payable relate
directly to the value of the investments made. From 1 April 2008 a voluntary additional pension facility becomes
available, under which members may purchase up to £5,000 per annum of additional pension at a cost determined
by the actuary from time-to-time.
Early payment of a pension is available to members of the Scheme who are permanently incapable of fulfilling their
duties effectively through illness or infirmity. A death gratuity of twice final year’s pensionable pay for death in service, and five times their annual pension for death after retirement, less pension already paid, subject to a maximum
amount equal to twice the member’s final year’s pensionable pay less their retirement lump sum for those who die
after retirement, is payable.
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Existing members at 1 April 2008
Annual pensions are normally based on 1/80th of the best of the last 3 years pensionable pay for each year of
service. A lump sum normally equivalent to 3 years pension is payable on retirement. From 1 April 2008 there is the
opportunity of giving up some of the pension to increase the retirement lump sum. Annual increases are applied to
pension payments at rates defined by the Pensions (Increase) Act 1971, and are based on changes in retail prices in
the twelve months ending 30 September in the previous calendar year. On death, a pension of 50% of the member’s
pension is normally payable to the surviving spouse or eligible unmarried partner.
New entrants from 1 April 2008
Annual pensions for new entrants from 1 April 2008 will be based on 1/60th of the best three-year average of
pensionable earnings in the ten years before retirement. Members wishing to obtain a retirement lump sum may
give up some of this pension to obtain a retirement lump of up to 25% of the total value of their retirement benefits.
Survivor pensions will be available to married and unmarried partners and will be equal to 37.5% of the member’s
pension.
1.14

Liquid resources
Deposits and other investments that are readily convertible into known amounts of cash at or close to their carrying
amounts are treated as liquid resources in the cashflow statement. The Trust does not hold any investments with
maturity dates exceeding one year from the date of purchase.

1.15

Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of the Trust are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not apply and input
tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in
the capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts
are stated net of VAT.

1.16

Foreign Exchange
Transactions that are denominated in a foreign currency are translated into sterling at the exchange rate ruling on the
dates of the transactions. Resulting exchange gains and losses are taken to the Income and Expenditure Account.

1.17

Third Party Assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not recognised in the accounts since
the Trust has no beneficial interest in them. Details of third party assets are given in Note 29 to the accounts

1.18

Leases
Where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of a leased asset are borne by the NHS Trust, the asset is
recorded as a tangible fixed asset and a debt is recorded to the lessor of the minimum lease payments discounted
by the interest rate implicit in the lease. The interest element of the finance lease payment is charged to the Income
and Expenditure Account over the period of the lease at a constant rate in relation to the balance outstanding. Other
leases are regarded as operating leases and the rentals are charged to the Income and Expenditure Account on a
straight-line basis over the term of the lease.

1.19

Public Dividend Capital (PDC) and PDC Dividend
Public Dividend Capital represents the outstanding public debt of an NHS Trust. At any time the Secretary of State
can issue new PDC to, and require repayments of PDC from, the NHS Trust.
A charge, reflecting the forecast cost of capital utilised by the NHS Trust, is paid over as public dividend capital
dividend. The charge is calculated at the real rate set by HM Treasury (currently 3.5%) on the forecast average
carrying amount of all assets less liabilities, except for donated assets and cash with the Office of the Paymaster
General. The average carrying amount of assets is calulated as a simple average of opening and closing relevant
net assets. A note to the accounts discloses the rate that the dividend represents as a percentage of the actual
average carrying amount of assets less liabilities in the year.

1.20

Losses and Special Payments
Losses and Special Payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for the
health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore
subject to special control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different
categories, which govern the way each individual case is handled.
Losses and Special Payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in the Income and Expenditure
Account on an accruals basis, including losses which would have been made good through insurance cover had
NHS Trusts not been bearing their own risks (with insurance premiums then being included as normal revenue
expenditure).

1.21

EU Emmissions Trading Scheme
EU Emission Trading Scheme allowances are accounted for as Government Granted Other Current Asset, valued
at open market value. As the Trust makes emissions a provision is recognised, with an offsetting transfer from the
Government Grant Reserve. The provision is settled on surrender of the allowances. The current asset, provision and
Government Grant Reserve are valued at current market value at the Balance Sheet date.
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2 Segmental Analysis
The Trust has acted as a host for CSIP West Midlands during the period. Therefore income and expenditure has been
analysed between Trust and CSIP.
The Trust was only involved in Healthcare Activities during the three month period.

Income from activities
Other operating income
Operating expenses

CSIP

Trust

Total

£000

£000

£000

1,533

44,965

46,498

0

5,640

5,640

(1,308)

(48,535)

(49,843)

225

2,070

2,295

3 Income from Activities

Strategic Health Authorities
NHS Trusts
Primary Care Trusts*

3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending 31 March 2008

£000

£000

1,746

7,153

31

246

44,666

171,998

Foundation Trusts

1

0

Local Authorities

7

62

0

0

47

171

46,498

179,630

Non NHS:
- Private patients
- Other

Includes £171k in 2008/09 (2007/08 £nil) to offset fixed asset impairments charged to operating expenses. 			

4 Other Operating Income
3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending 31 March 2008

£000

£000

1,972

8,262

Charitable and other contributions to expenditure

67

259

Transfers from Donated Asset Reserve

18

72

2

7

Non-patient care services to other bodies

689

3,893

Income generation

335

1,368

2,557

12,880

5,640

26,741

Education, training and research

Transfers from Government Grant Reserve

Other income
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5. Operating Expenses
5.1 Operating expenses comprise:
3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending 31
March 2008

£000

£000

Services from other NHS Trusts

72

2,358

Services from PCTs

93

1,259

Services from other NHS bodies

44

974

Services from Foundation Trusts

702

3,001

Directors' costs

313

1,209

36,747

144,295

Supplies and services - clinical

Staff costs

1,936

7,089

Supplies and services - general

1,147

4,551

626

2,329

1,331

4,472

Consultancy services
Establishment
Transport

277

1,047

Premises

3,952

15,649

Impairment of debtors
Depreciation
Amortisation
Tangible fixed asset impairments and reversals
Audit fees
Other auditor's remuneration
Clinical negligence
Other

74

0

847

3,949

0

4

171

0

39

163

0

0

99

305

1,373

5,967

49,843

198,621

3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending 31
March 2008

£000

£000

53

218

976

2,578

1,029

2,796

5. Operating Expenses
5.2 Operating leases

5.2/1 Operating expenses include:
Hire of plant and machinery
Other operating lease rentals

5.2/2 Annual commitments under non - cancellable operating leases are:
Land and buildings

Other leases

2008/09

2007/08

2008/09

2007/08

£000

£000

£000

£000

Within 1 year

0

0

0

296

Between 1 and 5 years

0

0

0

0

After 5 years

8,436

2,500

0

0

8,436

2,500

0

296

Operating leases which expire:
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6. Staff costs and numbers
6.1 Staff costs
3 months ending
30 June 2008

Salaries and wages
Social Security Costs

Year ending
31 March 2008

Total

Permanently
Employed

Other

£000

£000

£000

£000

31,415

30,396

1,019

123,003

2,212

2,212

0

8,960

3,420

3,420

0

13,484

0

0

0

0

37,047

36,028

1,019

145,447

Employer contributions to NHS BSA Pensions Division
Other pension costs

6.2 Average number of persons employed
3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending 31 March
2008

Total

Permanently
Employed

Other

Number

Number

Number

Number

285

282

3

277

0

0

0

0

Administration and estates

581

552

29

583

Healthcare assistants and other support
staff

776

772

4

787

1,426

1,348

78

1,450

0

0

0

0

372

365

7

415

Medical and dental
Ambulance staff

Nursing, midwifery and health visiting staff
Nursing, midwifery and health visiting
learners
Scientific, therapeutic and technical staff
Social care staff
Other
Total

0

0

0

0

278

270

8

214

3,718

3,589

129

3,726
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6.3 Employee benefits
No employee benfits were paid during the period (2007/08: £nil)

6.4 Management costs

Management costs
Income

3 months
ending 30 June
2008

Year ending
31 March 2008

£000

£000

2,705

10,476

52,138

206,371

6.5 Retirements due to ill-health
During 2008/09 there were 2 (2007/08, 8) early retierments from the NHS Trust agreed on the grounds of ill-health. The estimated additional pension liabilities of these ill-health retirements will be £145k(2007/08: £603k). The cost of these ill-health
retirements will be borne by the NHS Business Services Authority -Pensions Division.
7. Better Payment Practice Code
7.1 Better Payment Practice Code - measure of
compliance
3 months ending 30 June 2008

Year Ending 31 March 2008

Number

£000

Number

£000

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid in the
year

8,910

11,134,688

31,888

42,099

Total Non NHS trade invoices paid within
target

8,100

10,632,969

29,684

41,070

91%

95%

93%

98%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the year

229

2,341,225

889

12,498

Total NHS trade invoices paid within target

222

2,336,609

856

12,440

97%

100%

96%

100%

Percentage of Non-NHS trade invoices paid
within target

Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid
within target

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all undisputed invoices by the due date or within 30 days
of receipt of goods or a valid invoice, whichever is later.
7.2 The Late Payment of Commercial Debts
(Interest) Act 1998
No interest has been paid under this legislation during the period (2007/08: £nil)
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8. Other gains and losses
3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending
31 March 2008

£000

£000

Gains on disposal of plant and equipment

1

0

(Loss) on disposal of plant and equipment

0

(109)

1

(109)

3 months ending
30 June 2008

Year ending
31 March 2008

£000

£000

191

938

Impaired financial assets

0

0

Other financial assets

0

0

191

938

9. Finance Costs & Interest receiveable

No finance costs were paid during the period. (2007/08: £nil)
Interest Receivable
Bank accounts

TOTAL
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10. Intangible Fixed Assets

Gross cost at 1 April 2008

Software

Development

licences

expenditure

Total

£000

£000

£000

253

21

274

Indexation

0

0

0

Impairments

0

0

0

Reclassifications

0

0

0

Revaluation

0

0

0

Additions purchased

0

0

0

Additions donated

0

0

0

Additions government granted

0

0

0

Disposals

0

0

0

Gross cost at 30 June 2008

253

21

274

Amortisation at 1 April 2008

253

21

274

0

0

Indexation
Impairments

0

0

0

Reversal of impairments

0

0

0
0

Reclassifications

0

0

Revaluation

0

0

0

Charged during the period

0

0

0

Disposals
Amortisation at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

253

21

274

Net book value
- Purchased at 1 April 2008

0

0

0

- Donated at 1 April 2008

0

0

0

- Government granted at 1 April 2008

0

0

0

- Total at 1 April 2008

0

0

0

- Purchased at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

- Donated at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

- Government granted at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

- Total at 30 June 2008

0

0

0
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11. Tangible Fixed Assets
11.1 Tangible fixed assets at the balance sheet date comprise the following elements:
Land

Buildings excluding dwellings

Dwellings

£000

£000

£000

69,654

71,526

581

Additions purchased

0

447

0

Impairments

0

0

0

Reclassifications

0

900

0

2,977

3,026

25

0

0

0

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2008

Indexation
Revaluation
Disposals
Cost or Valuation at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

72,631

75,899

606

Depreciation at 1 April 2008

0

0

0

Charged during the period

0

666

8

Impairments

0

171

0

Reversal of Impairments

0

0

0

Reclassifications

0

0

0

Indexation

0

0

0

Revaluation

0

0

0

Disposals

0

0

0

Depreciation at 30 June 2008

0

837

8

68,075

70,171

581

1,579

1,198

0

0

157

0

- Total at 1 April 2008

69,654

71,526

581

- Purchased at 30 June 2008

70,984

73,664

598

1,647

1,243

0

Net book value
- Purchased at 1 April 2008
- Donated at 1 April 2008
- Government granted at 1 April 2008

- Donated at 30 June 2008
- Government granted at 30 June 2008
- Total at 30 June 2008

0

155

0

72,631

75,062

598

Residual Interest of £395k for an off balance sheet PFI scheme is included in AUC.
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Assets under
construct and
poa

Plant and machinery

Transport equipment

Information
technology

Furniture &
fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

3,457

1,879

107

2,585

3,407

153,196

299

0

0

14

12

772
0

0

0

0

0

0

(900)

0

0

0

0

0

147

49

0

0

88

6,312

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(14)

0

0

(14)

3,003

1,928

93

2,599

3,507

160,266

0

1,665

104

1,566

1,576

4,911

0

14

0

81

78

847

0

0

0

0

0

171

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

43

0

0

40

83

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(14)

0

0

(14)

0

1,722

90

1,647

1,694

5,998

3,457

123

3

1,019

1,831

145,260

0

91

0

0

0

2,868

0

0

0

0

0

157

3,457

214

3

1,019

1,831

148,285

3,003

116

3

952

1,813

151,133

0

90

0

0

0

2,980

0

0

0

0

0

155

3,003

206

3

952

1,813

154,268
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11 Tangible Fixed Assets (contd)
11.2 Asset Financing
Land

Buildings,
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction
and payments
on account

Plant and
machinery

Transport
equipment

Information
technology

Furniture
& fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Owned

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PFI residual
interests

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total 30 June
2008

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net book
value 30 June
2008

Net book
value 1 April
2008

0

Owned

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PFI residual
interests

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total 1 April
2008

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11.3 No assets were held under finance lease or on balance sheet PFI contracts at the balance sheet date (31 March 2008:
£nil)
11.4 The net book value of land, buildings and dwellings at 30 June 2008 comprises:

2008/09

2007/08

£000

£000

148,291

141,761

Long Leasehold

0

0

Short Leasehold

0

0

148,291

141,761

Freehold

TOTAL
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12. Stocks and Work in Progress
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

Raw materials and consumables

342

435

TOTAL

342

435

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

5,482

4,369

0

0

13. Debtors
13.1 Debtors at the balance sheet date are made up
of:

Amounts falling due within one year:
NHS debtors
Non NHS trade debtors
Provision for impairment of debtors

(173)

(119)

Other prepayments and accrued income

1,623

1,321

Other debtors

1,172

1,324

Sub Total: falling due within one year

8,104

6,895

NHS debtors

0

0

Non NHS trade debtors

0

0

Provision for impairment of debtors

0

0

3,299

3,308

Amounts falling due after more than one year:

Other prepayments and accrued income
Other debtors
Sub Total: falling due after more than one year
TOTAL

0

24

3,299

3,332

11,403

10,227
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30 June 2008
£000
13.2 Provision for impairment of debtors

Balance at 1 April 2008

119

Amount written off during the year

(20)

Amount recovered during the year

0

Decrease/(increase) in debtors impaired
Balance at 30 June 2008

13.3 Debtors past due date but not impaired:

74
173

30 June 2008
£000

By up to 3 months

6,724

By 3 to 6 months

1,380

By more than 6 months
TOTAL

0
8,104

14 Other Financial Assets
No other financial assets were held at 30 June 2008 (31 March 2008:
£nil)
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15. Creditors
15.1 Creditors at the balance sheet date are made up of:
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

NHS creditors

2,174

2,151

Non - NHS trade creditors - revenue

2,641

3,237

270

409

Amounts falling due within one year:

Non - NHS trade creditors - capital

0

33

Social security costs

Tax

3,005

1,139

Other creditors

3,138

1,776

Accruals and deferred income

5,778

3,437

17,005

12,182

Long - term loans

0

0

NHS creditors

0

0

Other

0

0

Sub Total: amounts falling due in more than one year

0

0

17,005

12,182

Sub Total: amounts falling due within one year

Amounts falling due after more than one year:

TOTAL

Other creditors include:
£1,668k outstanding pensions contributions at 30 June 2008 (31 March 2008
£1,622k).
15.2 Loans and other long-term financial liabilities
No loans or other long term financial liabilities were held at the balance sheet date (31 March 2008: £nil)

15.3 Finance lease obligations

No finance leases were held at the balance sheet date (31 March 2008: £nil)

15.4 Finance Lease Commitments
Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Trust has not entered into any finance leases during the period.
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16 Other Financial Liabilities
No other financial liabilities are held at 30 June 2008 (31 March
2008: £nil)
17 Provisions for liabilities and charges

At 1 April 2008

Legal claims

Other

Total

£000

£000

£000

380

348

728

Arising during the year

63

0

63

Utilised during the year

(80)

(7)

(87)

Reversed unused

(42)

0

(42)

0

0

0

321

341

662

Unwinding of discount
At 30 June 2008

Expected timing of cashflows:

Within one year

321

270

591

Between one and five years

0

71

71

After five years

0

0

0

The legal claims provision is made up of employment liability cases against the Trust and a specific Health & Safety claim. The
provisions are calculated based on the best estimates available at the balance sheet date.
The 'other' provisions are made up of injury allowance provisions.
£508K is included in the provisions of the NHS Litigation Authority at 30 June 2008 in respect of clinical negligence liabilities of
the Birmingham & Solihull Mental Health NHS Trust (31 March 2008 £166K).
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18 Movements on Reserves
Movements on reserves in the year comprised the following:

At 1 April 2008 as previously
stated
PPA:other
"PPA: elimination of negative
revaluation reserves in respect
of change in policy on impairments"

Revaluation
Reserve

Donated Asset
Reserve

Government
Grant Reserve

Income and
Expenditure
Reserve

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

36,537

2,868

157

14,267

53,829

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36,537

2,868

157

14,267

53,829

Transfer from the income and
expenditure account

0

0

0

1,206

1,206

Fixed asset impairments

0

0

0

0

0

6,101

121

7

0

6,229

Transfer of realised profits/
(losses) to the income and
expenditure reserve

0

0

0

0

0

Transfers to the income and
expenditure account for
depreciation, impairment, and
disposal of donated/government granted assets

0

(18)

(2)

0

(20)

(123)

0

0

123

0

42,515

2,971

162

15,596

61,244

At 1 April 2008 as restated

Surplus/(deficit) on other
revaluations/indexation of fixed/
current assets

Other transfers between
reserves

At 30 June 2008
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19 Notes to the cash flow Statement

19. 1 Reconciliation of operating surplus to net cash flow from operating
activities:
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

2,295

7,750

Depreciation and amortisation charge

847

3,953

Asset impairments and reversals, and movement in financial instruments

171

0

Transfer from Donated Asset Reserve

(18)

(72)

(2)

(7)

Total operating surplus

Transfer from the Government Grant Reserve
Decrease/(increase) in stocks
(Increase)/decrease in debtors
Increase/(decrease) in creditors
Decrease/(increase) in provisions
Net cash inflow from operating activities before restructuring costs
Payments in respect of fundamental reorganisation/restructuring

92

8

(1,183)

20,175

3,684

4,437

(66)

71

5,820

36,315

0

0

5,820

36,315

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

5,107

9,327

Cash (inflow) from new funds

0

0

Cash outflow from debt repaid and finance lease capital payments

0

0

Cash (inflow)/outflow from (decrease)/increase in liquid resources

0

0

5,107

9,327

0

0

Net cash inflow from operating activities
19.2 Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net funds

Increase/(decrease) in cash in the period

Change in net debt resulting from cash flows
Non - cash changes in funds
Net funds at 1 April 2008
Net funds at 30 June 2008
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9,459

132

14,566

9,459
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19.3 Analysis of changes in net funds
At 1 April 2008

Cash Transferred (to)/
from other NHS
bodies

Other cash
changes in
year

Non-cash
changes in
year

At 30 June 2008

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

OPG cash at
bank

9,418

0

5,106

0

14,524

Commercial
cash at bank
and in hand

41

0

1

0

42

0

0

0

0

0

9,459

0

5,107

0

14,566

Bank overdraft

20 Capital Commitments
Commitments under capital expenditure contracts at 30 June 2008 were £714k (31 March 2008 £1,423k).

21 Post Balance Sheet Events
The Trust was authorised to become a Foundation Trust from 1 July 2008.
22 Contingencies
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

Contingent liabilities

0

(68)

Amounts recoverable against contingent liabilities

0

0

Net value of contingent liabiliies

0

(68)

Contingent Assets

0

0

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

101,667

103,362

The contingency relates to employment liability cases.
23 Movement in Public Dividend Capital

Public Dividend Capital as at 1 April 2008
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24 Financial Performance Targets
24.1 Breakeven Performance
The Trust's breakeven performance for 3 months ended 30 June 2008 is as follows:
2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Turnover

147,656

165,369

175,061

211,234

206,371

52,138

Retained surplus/(deficit) for
the period

0

0

0

1,764

3,900

1,206

Break-even in-year position

0

0

0

1,764

3,900

1,206

Break-even cumulative
position

0

0

0

1,764

5,664

6,870

- Break-even in-year position
as a percentage of turnover

0

0

0

0.84%

1.89%

2.31%

- Break-even cumulative
position as a percentage of
turnover

0

0

0

0.84%

2.74%

13.18%

Materiality test (I.e. is it
equal to or less than 0.5%):

24.2 Capital cost absorption rate
The Trust is required to absorb the cost of capital at a rate of 3.5% of average relevant net assets. The rate is calculated as
the percentage that dividends paid on public dividend capital, totalling £1,281k, bears to the average relevant net assets of
£144,321k that is 0.89%.
The variance from the target return is due to the dividend being for a three month period. A full year dividend would result in
a rate of 3.55%.
24.3 External financing
The Trust is given an external financing limit which it is permitted to undershoot.

£000
External financing limit
Cash flow financing

30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

(5,107)

(11,022)

(5,107)

(11,022)

Finance leases taken out in the year

0

0

Other capital receipts

0

External financing requirement
Undershoot/(overshoot)
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0
(5,107)

(11,022)

0

0
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24.4 Capital Resource Limit
30 June 2008
Gross capital expenditure

31 March 2008

£000

£000

772

27,212

Less: book value of assets disposed of

0

(5,593)

Plus: loss on disposal of donated assets

0

0

Less: capital grants

0

0

Less: donations towards the acquisition of fixed assets

0

0

Charge against the capital resource limit

772

21,619

Capital resource limit

772

21,619

0

0

(Over)/Underspend against the capital resource limit
25 Related Party Transactions

Birmingham & Solihull NHS Trust is a body corporate established by order of the Secretary of State for Health.
During the period none of the Board Members or members of the key management staff or parties related to them has
undertaken any material transactions with Birmingham & Solihull NHS Trust.
Payments to
Related Party

Receipts from
Related Party

Amounts owed
to Related
Party

Amounts due from
Related Party

£

£

£

£

112,544

14,516

22,831

51,476

0

180

0

135

7,638

0

0

0

Prof P Marquis (Non-Executive/Chairman
University of Birmingham
Royal Orthopaedic Hospital Foundation
Trust
Dr N Deuchar (Medical Director)
Royal College of Psychiatry

The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the period Birmingham & Solihull NHS Trust has had a significant number of material transactions with the Department, and with other entities for which the Department is regarded as
the parent Department. These entities are listed below:
Birmingham East & North Primary Care Trust

Pennine Care NHS Trust

Bradford District Care Trust

Sandwell Primary Care Trust

Camden & Islington Mental Health & SC Trust

Solihull Care Trust

Dorset PCT

South Birmingham Primary Care Trust

Dudley Primary Care Trust

South Central Strategic Health Authority

East Midlands Strategic Health Authroity

South Staffordshire PCT

Heart of Birmingham Primary Care Trust

Swindon PCT

Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust

University Hospital Birmingham NHS FT

Lincolnshire Partnership NHS FT

Walsall Primary Care Trust

London SHA

Warwickshire PCT

NHS Business Services Authority

West Midlands Strategic Health Authority

NHS Litigation Authority

Worcestershire Primary Care Trust

North Essex Mental Health Partnership NHS FT
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In addition, the Trust has had a number of material transactions with other Government Departments and other central and
local Government bodies. Most of these transactions have been with Birmingham City Council in respect of property charges
and social services recharges.							
The Trust has also received revenue and capital payments from a number of charitable funds, certain of the Trustees for which
are also members of the NHS Trust Board.
Transactions will need to be disclosed and reference made to the separate Trustees Report and Accounts for the NHS Charity.
26 Private Finance Transactions
26.1 PFI schemes deemed to be off-balance sheet
30 June 2008

31 March 2008

£000

£000

1,829

6,253

Amortisation of PFI deferred asset

(47)

(118)

Net charge to operating expenses

1,782

6,135

Within one year*

0

0

2nd to 5th years (inclusive)*

0

0

6th to 10th years (inclusive)*

0

0

11th to 15th years (inclusive)*

0

0

16th to 20th years (inclusive)*

0

0

21st to 25th years (inclusive)*

0

0

26th to 30th years (inclusive)*

5,298

5,298

31st to 35th years (inclusive)*

0

0

36th to 40th years (inclusive)*

5,801

0

North PFI

South PFI

Amounts included within operating expenses in respect of PFI transactions deemed
to be off-balance sheet - gross

The NHS Trust is committed to make the following payments during the next year.
PFI scheme which expires;

Estimated capital value of the PFI scheme

£000

£000

12,400

57,756

Contract Start date:

22/03/2002

14/05/2008

Contract End date:

21/03/2037

14/08/2046

The schemes have resulted in the completion of a full range of high quality, inpatient and day patient mental health services
for the population of North and South Birmingham.
The schemes have resulted in guarantees, commitments, rights and obligations.
The deferred assets are recorded at current book value.
Contract payments are due on the 25th of each month.

At 30 June 2008 the value of the residual interest in fixed assets was £395K.
At 30 June 2008 the value of deferred assets within debtors was £3,263K.
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26.2 'Service' element of PFI schemes deemed to be on-balance sheet
There were no on balance sheet PFI schemes at the balance sheet date (31 March 2008: £nil)
27 Pooled Budget

The Trust was not involved with any pooled budget projects during the period.
28 Financial Instruments
Financial Reporting Standard 29 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during the period in
creating or changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities. Because of the continuing service provider
relationship that the NHS Trust has with Primary Care Trusts and the way those Primary Care Trusts are financed, the NHS
Trust is not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also financial instruments play a much more
limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to which these standards mainly apply.
The NHS Trust has limited powers to borrow or invest surplus funds and financial assets and liabilities are generated by
day-today operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the NHS Trust in undertaking its activities.
The Trust's treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters defined formally
within the Trust's Standing Financial Instructions and policies agreed by the Board of Directors. Trust treasury activity is
subject to review by the Trust's internal auditors.
Currency risk
The Trust is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and liabilities being in the UK
and sterling based. The Trust has no overseas operations. The Trust therefore has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.
Interest-rate risk

The Trust may borrow from Government for capital expenditure subject to affordability as confirmed by the Strategic Health
Authority. The borrowings are for 1-25 years, in line with the life of the associated assets, and interest is charged at the
National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the life of the loan. The Trust therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations.
Credit risk
Because of the majority of the Trust's income comes from contracts with other public sector bodies, the Trust has low
exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposure as at 30 June 2008 are in receivables form customers, as disclosed in the
debtors note.
Liquidity risk
The Trust's new operating costs are incurred under contract with Primary Care Trusts, which are financed from resources
voted annually by Parliament. The trust funds it capital expenditure from funds obtained within it Prudential Borrowing Limit.
The Trust is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.
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28.1 Financial Assets
Fixed
rate
Currency

Total

Floating
rate

Fixed
rate

Noninterest
bearing

Non-interest
bearing

Weighted
average
interest
rate

Weighted average
period for which
fixed

Weighted average
term

£000

£000

£000

£000

%

Years

Years

17,865

0

0

17,865

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17,865

0

0

17,865

12,791

0

0

12,791

0

0

0

0

0

0

At 30 June
2008
Sterling
Other
Gross financial
assets
At 31 March
2008
Sterling
Other
Gross financial
assets

0

0

0

12,791

0

0

12,791

28.2 Financial
Liabilities
Fixed
rate
Currency

Non-interest
bearing

Total

Floating
rate

Fixed
rate

Noninterest
bearing

Weighted
average
interest
rate

Weighted average
period for which
fixed

Weighted average
term

£000

£000

£000

£000

%

Years

Years

Sterling

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross financial
liabilities

0

0

0

0

Sterling

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gross financial
liabilities

0

0

0

0

At 30 June
2008

At 31 March
2008

Note: The public dividend capital is of unlimited term.
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28.3 Financial Assets
At 'fair value
through profit
and loss

Loans and
receivables

Available for
sale

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Embedded derivatives

0

0

0

0

NHS debtors

0

0

0

0

Non NHS debtors

0

0

0

0

Cash at bank and in hand

14,566

0

0

14,566

Other financial assets

3,299

0

0

3,299

Total at 30 June 2008

17,865

0

0

17,865

At 'fair value
through profit
and loss

Other

Total

£000

£000

£000

28.4 Financial Liabilities

Embedded derivatives

0

0

0

NHS creditors

0

0

0

Non NHS creditors

0

0

0

Borrowings

0

0

0

Private Finance Initiative and finance lease
obligations

0

0

0

Other financial liabilities

0

0

0

Total at 30 June 2008

0

0

0

29 Third Party Assets

The Trust held £nil cash at bank and in hand at 30 June 2008 (£nil - at 31 March 2008) which relates to monies held by the
NHS Trust on behalf of patients.
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30 Intra-Government and Other Balances
Debtors: amounts
falling due within
one year

Debtors:
amounts falling
due after more
than one year

Creditors:
amounts falling
due within one
year

Creditors:
amounts falling
due after more
than one year

£000

£000

£000

£000

4,765

0

5,928

0

Balances with Local Authorities

770

0

62

0

Balances with NHS Trusts and
Foundation Trusts

717

0

1,143

0

0

0

0

0

Intra Government balances

6,252

0

7,133

0

Balances with bodies external to
Government

1,852

3,299

9,872

0

At 30 June 2008

8,104

3,299

17,005

0

Balances with other Central Government
Bodies

3,562

0

1,228

0

Balances with Local Authorities

1,091

0

987

0

Balances with NHS Trusts and
Foundation Trusts

807

0

1,066

0

0

0

62

0

Intra Government balances

5,460

0

3,343

0

Balances with bodies external to
Government

1,435

3,332

8,839

0

At 31 March 2008

6,895

3,332

12,182

0

Balances with other Central Government
Bodies

Balances with Public Corporations and
Trading Funds

Balances with Public Corporations and
Trading Funds

31 Losses and Special Payments
There were 20 cases of losses and special payments (2007/08: 90 cases) totalling £4,419 (2007/08: £18,790) during the 3
month period to 30 June 2008.
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Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
Unit 1, B1, 50 Summer Hill Road, Birmingham B1 3RB
Tel: 0121 301 2000 (Switchboard)
e-mail: comms.team@bsmhft.nhs.uk
www.bsmhft.nhs.uk

PALS: 24 hour Customer Care Line
Tel: 0800 953 0045
Text: 07985 883 509
Email: PALS@bsmhft.nhs.uk

